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Preface and
Acknowledgments

The chronicles of the \7est are replete with dramatic "last chance"

episodes. But perhaps in few instances is the term more significant, and

more enduring, than in the Gem Valley of southeastern ldaho. For it
was here, nearly nine decades ago, that a group of mostiy Mormon
settlers sraked their dreams for the future on an irrigation enterprise
called the Last Chance Canal Company.

How they successfully met the- formidgblS_:!r4t$:L9{.-*1:*i"g 
"

system whereby they*gg!{_!I!&g!S-!iet-t-!esr-iar-i-d*eStes_ryithvatei-??o-m
tEa 

"lltii-River -i; ;t";y *fffiiof the fi nest p_ion gglftdrl'p;. A"J' tr'e
irorit*twrsC-ihaf"eh&acGiiz-es ta.e -iilt-imate iriumph is a tribute to the
resourcefulness, perseverance, and sense of destiny that were marks of
these early settlers and those who followed them.

The name Last Chance Canal Company was fu._st associated with the
commonly regarded "last chance" artempt in{1897 io irrigate from Bear

River. In 198 I the "Last Chance" portion oHre' name was added to a

subsidiary activity, the Last Chance Hydro Electric Company.
Irrigation was essential to successful agriculture in Gem Valley. This

premise dominates both the history and the foiklore of that area, making
the eventual solution to the irrigation problem both a major achieve-

ment and a source of great local pride.
I was raised in Gem Valley. My general awareness of the vital role of the

Last Chance Canal Company was reinforced by several special considera-

tions. My grandfather, L. B. McCarthy, granted his homesteadin 1904,
was an early settler in what later became Turner and was an early stock-
holder in the Last Chance Canal Company. My father, John Roy
McCarthy, continued to farm the homestead and other Gem Valley prop-
erties and was a longtime officer of the Turner Canal Company, an ele-

ment of the Last Chance system. As for me, I worked during two summers

while in college as the "ditch rider," or watermaster, patrolling the canals

on horseback along two of the Last Chance system canals.

vl1



vl1l Last Chance Canal ContPany

Perhaps because of the family affiliation and my personal involvement

with the Last Chance irrigation system, I developed eaily a firmly held

conviction that the hydroelectric facilities of the utah Power and Light

Company (UP&t) in Gem Valley operated to the disadvantage of the

local farmers. This pefception of an adversary relationship is largely

responsible for my decision to investigate matters more thoroughly and

rest the validity of my perception. In this pursuit I found that an

adequate written history of the Last chance sysrem did not exist. To

correct this deficiency is the purpose of the narrative that follows'

The availability of source material is of vital importance to support

any effort at historical naffative. I have relied on secondary sources in

preparing the chapters that arc mostly background in nature. However,

I have used primary sources not generally available in addressing the Last

Chance irrigation system itself and the court case by which the waters

used in its operation were adjudicated. Primary sources thus support the

subjects of principal significance. Although exhaustively researched,

these sources present one problem; they are not, in all instances, chrono-

logically complete. Individuals associated with canal construction and

early canal company decisions were nor motivated solely by the future

historical implications of their work, and the records are occasionally

incomplete or have been lost or destroyed.

Many individuals and offices have aided research on this project over a

period of several years. Among rhose to whom I extend my gratitude

and appreciation are: Cecil Alldaffer, then extension agent, Caribou

County, Soda Springs, Idaho; Randali C. Budge, attorney for the Last

Chance Canal Company, Pocatello, Idaho; Joyce Fowler, librarian, Pub-

lic Library, Grace, Idaho; Jeanie M. Loera, deputy clerk, U'S' District

Court, Boise, Idaho; Ralph J. Mellin, Department of Water Resources,

State of Idaho, Boise; Laura M' Pershing, law librarian, State of ldaho,

Boise; A. J. Simmonds, Special Collections Librarian, Milton R. Merrill

Library, Utah State University, Logan, Utah; and Russell D' Stoker,

Bear River watermaster, Soda Springs.

I also acknowledge invaiuable assistance from Keith R' McCarthy, my

brother and also a former Last Chance system "ditch rider," then an

employee of the Department of Interior, \Tashington, D'C', who gave

me initiai encouragemenr, arfanged many valuable contacts for me

within agencies of the federal government and the state of Idaho, and

who also reviewed this manuscript.

sTithout the friendly, enthusiastic cooperation of orrin Harris, then
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secretary, Last Chance Canal Company, Grace, Idaho, in all probabiiity
this story could not have been written. Mr. Harris opened his office and
his 6les for my research, cheerfully corrected any erroneous interpreta-
tions of data on my part, and escorted me on several occasions ro tour
Last Chance facilities.

Finally, I accord special acknowledgment and appreciation to my
wife, Oretta, who invariably encouraged my efforts, tolerated with pa-
tience my many trips to research the project, and who typed this effort
through its several versions.
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Introduction

This narrative recounts significant events occurring primarily within
southeastern Idaho as they affected practices and policies regarding a

scarce natural resource-s/a1s1-$q1h in that state's early, developmental
stages and later. Broadly, the area of concern is much of thg,B-ear River

-y4!ej$trcd. 
More specifically, I focus on development within one area-

Gem Valley-of that watershed.

The location and importance of the watershed have been known since
the discovery of its major river in the summer of l8l2 by a small party
of the \Tilson Price Hunt land expedition of Astorians returning east-

ward from Oregon. 1 Following this discovery, fur-trapping acrivities
dominated the area for the next quarcer century. In 1818-19 Donald
McKenzie named the two principal geographic features of the watershed
Bear River and Bear Lake after recording the presence there of ^ great
many black bears.' Another trapper and early explorer, Jim Bridger, was

in Bear River Valley in the early 1820s as a member of an Ashley
trapping party. During one foray to the south he passed down a portion
of the river to its mouth and discovered the Great Sait Lake as the

drainage basin of the Bear River.3 Another great fur rrapper, Jedediah
Smith, was in charge of the trappers' 1827 rendezvous held at Bear
Lake.a

By the mid-1830s, the dominance of the fur trappers was beginning
to wane. Because the valley of the Bear River offered easy passage

through some of the mountain ranges of the region, it inevitably became

an important link in cross-continent travei routes. One heavily used

route within the watershed area, a segment of the famous Oregon Trail,
ran from Fort Bridger northwest down the Bear River Valley to Soda

Springs, and thence generally west-northwest to Fort Hall on the Snake

River.
The growing number of travelers trekking westward on this trail were

a varied lot. \7hile the number of trappers dwindled, missionaries and
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emigrants en route to Oregon became more common. Samuel Parker and

Marcus Nfhitman, Presbyterian missionaries accompanied by their

wives, moved across the trail in 1836.5 By 1843 large numbers of
emigrants were using this trail, and the "westward ho" movement be-

came the "Great Migration. "

The accumulated knowledge about the Bear River and Bear Lake

geographic area was available from several sources. rVashington lrving's

book, The Adaentures of Captain Bonneuille, published in 1837 , included a

description of Bonneviile's presence at the lake and along the river in

1833.6 There was also word-of-mouth advertising "back East" by mission-

aries who had earlier moved across the Oregon Traii.- A final maior

effort in publicizing the \/est before arrival of large numbers of settlers

came from John C. Fr6mont and his "great reconnaissance" of 1843-44.
This exploratory venture brought him to the Bear River in late August

1843, ar'd later to Salt Lake Valley. His official reports of his explora-

tions gave the first comprehensive appraisai of the Great Basin,8 of
which the Bear River watershed was a part.

The Mormons used these Fr6mont reports in particular in planning

their westward exodus. From their studies of the Fr6mont reports and

/ other materials, church leaders concluded that their destination beyond

I the Rocky Mountains was to be either the vicinity of the Great Salt Lake

I or Bear River Valley.e

The Mormons selected the Salt Lake Valley as the location for their

initial settlement in 1.847 , and locales within Idaho in Bear Lake Valley

and along the Bear River were settled fifteen to twenty years later as a

result of northward expansion from the Salt Lake center. By the early

1860s settlements had advanced to Franklin, Bear Lake Valley, and

Morristown (present-day Soda Spnngs). Additionai locations within the

Bear River watershed were occupied over the next thirty years, and

settlement of the somewhat inhospitable Gem Valley became a fait
accompli.

The success of settlements in Gem Valley laryely depended on suc-

cessful development of the irrigation ventures that became known in
local idiom as the "Last Chance," and more formally as the Last Chance

Canal Company. Also, within twenty years the great potential of Bear

River for hydroelectric deveiopment was recognized. The generally si-

multaneous irrigation and hydroelectric development of the Bear River

watershed constitute much of the more recent history' The irrigarion
story, in T4or pa{,_:q_a_rale of piooeers*ulbc*bgl1lrag11g1_ol the
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American N7est. Present are elements of hardship, stubborn resolve,
-"fi;"ti;adership, fierce competition for the precious water resource,

and eventual .triumph. However, the ending to the story is unique, in
some ways ironic. The two princ*rpg]_plggggnists-the i rrjglli o-11_i gt er-

.9t!f and ,h.*g:y_9_!t+,,e1SC6*-both finally succeed, and their separate

successes bring mutual respect and friendship. Thus, after more than
eight decades, the two groups acting out the drama have come center

stage to take a common bow, with the final act having been highlighted
by an ironic reversal of roles with the Last Chance demonstrating its
ability to produce electric power as well as provide irigation.

Background material about the environment and circumstances in
which the Last Chance system developed and functioned provides a fuller
understanding of the Last Chance story. This background information
includes chapters dealing with the Bear River watershed, irrigation
knowledge extant at the time Gem Valley was settled, applicable Idaho

water law, earlier unsuccessful irrigation efforts, and competing hydro-

electric developments. In this latter instance, there is no pretense of
presenting a comprehensive history of UP&L or its predecessors, the

corporations responsible for such developments. The intent is solely to
establish the environment and circumstances affecting the Last Chance

system.

And it is against this background that the role of the Last Chance

irrigation system unfolds. The story begins with chapters on the Last

Chance irrigation project and on the Bear River \[ater Case. A follow-
ing chapter covers the more recent history and deals with challenges and

solutions. The volume concludes with an assessment of the overall sig-

nificance of the Last Chance episode.

To summarize, within five years of the first appropriation of Bear

River water by the Last Chance system, irrigation of Gem Valley lands

was possible. The system expanded over the years under capable, innova-

.tive leadership, and became the basis for an exceptionaliy fine agricul-
tural enterprise. But throughout a crucial concern persisted: consistent

availability of enough water. The Dietrich decree in 1920 adjudicated

water to the Last Chance system basically equal to the capacity of their
canals. However, in years of drought when the natural river flow was

low, expensive supplemental water was required. The source was the

Bear Lake Reservoir, which was controlled by UPaL. Rent of this
supplemental water was an economic burden to the farmers and one

under which they had chafed for many years.
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The eventual solution came in an unusual and perhaps surprising

form. In an action unrelated to the Last Chance's traditional preoccuPa-

tion with irrigation, the subsidiary Last Chance Hydro Electric Com-

pany planned and built its own hydroelectric plant between 1980 and

1983. The Last Chance Canal Company traded this plant to the power

company in January 1984 {or a Permanent supply of supplemental

imigation water from the Bear Lake Reservoir, at no cost, in addition

to other considerations. Thus, the 6nal irony: the Last Chance orgat\-

iz;Vtiglt aliained its long-sought guarantee of sufficient irrigation water

py J.".loli"g_ d"re abiiiir ro gcnerate electricity, the forte oi lp ftl9t9i5

cal competiqor;.-- fn. story of the Last Chance organization in Gem Valley is a case

study in_-the-eyqlvgmgnt of a brqader water resoufce pgticy fn the rffest.

The influence of the Last Chance microcosm on rhe Bear River extendi

beyond irs direct geographical area. Developments there are iliustrations

of Idaho water policy as ir affected both irrigation and hydroelectric

interests. The "Bear River Water Case" of l9l7-20 and the famous

"Dietrich Decree" by which it was settled are among the earliest legal

precedents in adludicating water rights. These events affected later adju-

dication actions in Idaho courts and the eventual formulation of the

means to coordinate competing water interests between states.

Indeed, what started out to be an isolated pioneer effort to make

possible the agricultural development of southeastefn ldaho lives on as

an important adjunct to wester! watel poJlcy,-as well as a local success

,,o.y of .o..',n.r,iubi. u.,j enduring pi"p"til"" '



CHAPTER ONE

The Bear River
'Watershed

The Bear River watershed, occupying an arca of limited precipitation
and covering about six thousand square miles, provides drainage for an

estimated 1.54 miltion acre-feet of water annually.l A major problem
with this significant quantity of water is the seasonal variation in its
availability.

Although there are numerous springs, creeks, and tributary rivers, the
two principal hydrological features of this drainage area ate Bear Lake
and Bear River. Bear Lake, lying asuide the Utah-Idaho boundary in the
center of a large, marshy tract, is about twenty-one miles in length and
six to eight miies in width. This lake originated with the Bannock
overthrust and the dropping of the valley floor. The resulting depression
later filled with water. The lake is now about two hundred feet deep at
its deepest points with an,average depth of thirty ro forty feet.2 The
elevation of the water surface of Bear Lake varies seasonaily and from
year to year. In 1919 the elevation was described as between 1,919 and
J,92) feet, varying according to the season.3 In late 1983 the elevation
was ),922.2 feet. The "all-time high," 6rst recorded tn 7922, was

5,923.65 feet.a Dike construction now limits the maximum lake eleva-
tion to the 1922 "high" figure. When water fills the lake to that level,
excess water is manually released to return to Bear River-as was neces-

sary in 1986.
The relationship of Bear Lake to Bear River has been an important

consideration in litigation over water rights. The "river does nor flow in
or out of it [Bear LakeJ naturally but passes by several miles to the north
east."5 However, "in ages past, Bear River fed directly into Bear Lake

before continuing its flow into Great Salt Lake."6 This river passage

through Bear Lake was interrupted on several occasions. A temporary
blocking of the river below the lake, perhaps by glacial activity out of
Georgetown Canyon, is advanced as an explanation of the terracing
above the present lake-surface level on some of the hills rimming the
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lake.7 Probably at a later time, deposition of silt may have created an

embankment that "diverted the riveralong the north shore of the lake."8

Even after the relocation of the river channel to the northeast of Bear

Lake, there remained an outlet from the lake to the river. The old outlet

rraced a "rorturous course" northwafd to its junction with the river. As

the outlet passed northwafd from Bear Lake, it entered a water atea,

partially spring fed, called Mud Lake or North Lake, and then passed

through a swamp nofth of Mud Lake finally to join the Bear River. Fail

along this outlet of 4to7.5 feet is recorded.e
\water flow through this outlet is a matter of controversy. To an early

residenr of the area, it seemed that "in the spring the river would

overflow, and the creeks and floods from the mountains would come

down and flood the valley, and the water would run into the lake '

until the lake was fu1l, and the outlet had drained the valley, or sloughs,

to such an extent that the water would then start from the lake,

The water would run steadily and slowly during the summer seasoo

until spring came again. There was a steady flow out from the storage of

the ilakel. " 10

A contrasting view of the possibility of water fow through the natural

connection between Bear Lake and Bear River asserrs rhac "only during

flood stage did it [Bear River] overflow . . . lthel silt embankment and

find its way back into Bear Lake via t[e sloughs which were named Mud

Lake."11 This view maintained that the water flow was both sporadic

and one-way from the flooded river to the lake. obstruction to the

channel (the so-called natural outlet) made it useless as a "conduit for

water." The "non-contributory character ofthe lake to the river" during

the summer season was proclaimed.12

Thus far, the only characteristic of the Bear River that has been

established is that the river does not flow through or clearly join Bear

Lake. other aspecrs of the river are also of interest. Bear River has its

source in Amethyst and McPheters lakes on the norrh slope of Hayden

Peak (12,485 feet elevation), near the western limit of Utah's High

Uintas. From this origin the stream passes northward into \Tyoming

just inside the western boundary. North of Evanston the river snakes

back into Utah, back again into NTyoming, and then into Idaho near the

town of Border, \flyoming. From this location, the river continues in a

nomhwesterly direction past the north end of Bear Lake, past Soda

Springs, and on to a point near Alexander' Idaho.13

At about this point the river channel has changed' Before approxi-
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:naielr- thrrtv-four rhousand years ago, the Bear River continued irs
ncrrhn'esterlv course to empty into the Portneuf River, its waters even-
:uallv reaching the Pacific ocean via the Snake and columbia rivers.
Then che Bear River was blocked by a Iava flow from the northeast.
Ancient Lake Thatcher was formed in lower terrain south of present-day
Grace. Idaho, its water finally spilling over rhe divide into Cache Valley
io become a part of the Lake Bonneville or Great Basin drainage. 1a

As rhe Bear River follows its present course southward through Idaho
and Urah until it empties into Great Salt Lake, the river direction has,
tiom rhe direction of flow at its source, virtually doubled back on itself.
S'ashingron Irving described this great bend of the Bear River as the
'figure of a horseshoe,"15 or to illustrate this point differently, Bear
River follows a course five hundred miles long but its mourh is oniy
ninecy miles from its source. 16

The course of the river presents two characteristics important to alter-
ing or controlling its flow. First, a "canyon section of the river" runs
irom Gentile (Gem) Valley to the upper end of Cache Valley ro the
south.17 Second, from survey data avatlable at the time of river develop-
ment, of the total river fall of 1,720 feet from the Bear Lake to Great
Salt Lake, approximately 84 percent (1,439 feet) occurs within the con-
strictions of this canyon section. Of particular appeal to future hydro-
electric developments was rhe "canyon section fall," which was idenri-
fied with specific river locarions at Soda (19 feet), Aiexander (89 feet),
Grace (525 feet), Cove ()4 feet), Oneida (145 feet), Mink Creek (115
feet), and Cutler (i28 feet).18

\Whereas the characteristics of Bear River through the canyon secrion
syere especially suitable ro power development, the existence of the rocky
canyon gorge through much of Gem Valley enormously complicated any
effort to get irrigation water our onro the surrounding fertile land.
Thus, settlement of the upper Gem Valley areas was delayed as com-
pared to the Bear Lake Valley and the Cache and lower Gem valleys.

Another characteristic of the Bear River before settlement-much
different than the present-is size. Before the river had been manipu-
lated for power or irrigation purposes, it was a srream of significanr
flow. An early photograph of the river near Grace clearly shows a depth
of water within a few feet of the canyon rim. The photo caption further
illustrates the river's size. "Those who lived here then will remember the
roar of the river could be heard anywhere in the valley, night or day."rt

It is clear from settlement experience in the American $7est that
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water presence and the ease with which it could be applied to the soil
were importanr facrors in both locations and dates of setrlement. This
was certainly true throughout rhe course of the Bear River. However, if
considered in combination, Bear Lake and Bear River together provided
a singular promise for the future of this portion of the Great Basin. To
the imaginative and resourceful, a "vision" existed of the "feasibility of
great Bear River developments reinforced by the reserves of the Bear
Lake Reservoir." The lake, "claimed to be rhe largest narural reservoir
suitable for irrigation purposes in the world," was visualized as a place
"in which could be stored the flood waters of Bear River, which, when
released, could be used for irrigation and for the generation ofpower."20



CHAPTER T\7O

Prospective Settlers'
Introduction to Irrigation

There were several means by which the area's prospective settlers after
mid-century could have been informed about irrigation techniques, en-

gineering, prospects, and legalities. Two such means were experiences in
irrigation from Mormon settlements centered in Salt Lake Valiey and the
publicity incident to the "national irrigation movement" of the late

nineteenth century.
Probably of greatest importance to the eventual settlers of Gem Valley

was a knowledge of Mormon irrigation experiences-a knowledge easily
accessible since those settlers originated from Utah. Mormon leaders had

been actively involved in irrigation marrers even before their arrival in
Utah. I And once the pioneer party reached the selected location near

Great Salt Lake in 1847, they immediately started irrigating. One day

after anival, what is now called City Creek was diverted onto the iand to
soften it for plowing, and the next day, July 24, potatoes were planted
and irigated. As the Mormon settlement, Great Salt Lake City, was

piatted, provisions were made for a major canal following present-day
North Temple Street west to the Jordan River. Laterals from this canal
conveyed water separately to each of the ten-acre blocks into which the
settlement was divided. These extensive plans for irrigation were modi-
6ed as required by new circumstances and applied in other areas as the
colonization expanded from the initial settiement.2 Indeed, water for
rrrigation was a primary determinant in the parrern of serriement.l

Since irrigation was at first practiced mostly on bottom lands, Mor-
mon irrigation techniques and facilities were simple. Diversion dams
*'ere frequently constructed only of rocks and brush. Ditches were short,
narrow, and shallow. Robert G. Dunbar provides an interesting descrip-
lion of their construcrion.

Lacking sophisticated surveying instruments, the ditch builders
sighted over a pan of water or determined the proper gradient by the

L1
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use of a triangular frame with a plumb line suspended from its apex.

Once the route of the ditch had been determined, the builders dug the
ditch by plows, go-devils, shovels, and spades. The go-devil was an

A-shaped implement made of logs, which, when drawn by oxen, pushed
the plowed dirt to the sides and hollowed out the ditch.a

Several features characterized this early Mormon irrigation. First,
water wns regarded as belonging to the community; private ownership of
this natural resource was not visualized. Second, construction of the
irrigation facilities in this period was a small-scale operation. Each set-

tler contributed iabor in proportion to his holdings. And third, the
church exerted an influence-changing through the years from direct to
a more 5uhls felm-over the irrigation planning and operation. Ini-
tially, watermasters were appointed by the bishops and water controver-
sies were handled in bishops' courts. However, church influence lessened

as municipal and other governmental bodies were established.t
Although early Mormon irrigation techniques have been criticized as

expedient solutions utilizing the "crudest devices, and with no thoughr for
any grand and enduring scheme of engineering,"6 an awareness of the
Mormon experience was critically important to prospective settlers. John
NTesley Powell commended specificaliy two characteristics as contriburing
to the success of irrigation in Utah Territory-the ecclesiasticalorgamza-
tion and the application of cooperative labor.T \Tilliam E. Smythe noted
further that cooperative labor was virtually the only means of obtaining
water rights (for example, canal stock) in an irrigation activity.8

Other events possessing the potential to stimulate further interest in
irrigation began after about a quarter century of Mormon irrigation
experience. In 1817 Congress enacted the Desert Land Act, a measure

specifically designed to encourage irrigation. Under this measure, U.S.
citizens in designated western states could purchase one section (640
acres) of "desert lands" of the public domain for #7.21 per acre, pro-
vided irrigation of one-eighth of the claim was accomplished within
three years. Unfortunately, most of the land remaining open for settle-
ment at that time required complex irrigation systems that would take

more than three years to' complete. Further, considerable fraud in the
form of "absentee entrymen" became associated with this act. I{onethe-
less, an assessment was that "there is no question but that the Desert
Land Act encouraged irrigation."e

Attention was further directed toward irrigation rn 1879 when a

{
I

I
I
I

I
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document, Report on the LanA of the Arid Region of the united States; U.5,
Geograpbical and Geological Saraey of the Rocky Mountain Region, was pub-
lished. This report, compiled under the supervision of John \Tesley
Powell, was intended to ciassify all public lands of the region as to
aridity, to map and measure streams, to locate suitable reservoir sites,
and to evaluate area climate. to The Bear River was among the large
streams specifically analyzed by Powell. He traced its course and ob-
served that proper distriburion of the water among potential competing
users wouid result in "reclamation of the best selection of land." He also

recorded his estimate that 15 percent of the total arcaof the "Bear River
District" was susceptible of cultivation, but that only 2.5 percent was
actually under cultivation. Irrigation was, in Powell's view, the prereq-
uisite to reclaiming a larget percenrage of the "cuitivable" land. tt On a

scale broader than mereiy the Bear River watershed, Powell visuaiized
"the deserts gone, the waste areas reclaimed."r2

Powell's report presaged the national irrigation movemenr. Congres-
sional interest had been attracted. First, Congress authorized the study of
specific reservoir sites in 1888. Two years iater a congressional commicree
toured the arid regions, conducting pubiic hearings at numerous points.ll
Coincidenr with this exploratory and tentarive inreresr in irrigation, in
1890 a severe drought occurred on the Grear Plains. This "terrible misfor-
tune . put active life into the irrigation movement."la Practical con-
siderations aiso stimulated interest in irrigation-related activities. Irriga-
tors began to see the benefits to result from reservoir development. For
example, storage of unneeded water would reduce waste, more land could
be placed under cuitivation, and the irrigation season could be extended
to accommodate late-maturing crops.15

The first demonstration of this intensified interest in irrigation in-
volved private rather rhan governmenral response. In September 1891
the first National Irrigation Congress was held ar Salt Lake City. The
objectives of this and iater congresses were ro obtain cession of arid but
irrigable lands from the federal governmenr ro the states, to reform state
water law, and to encourage irrigation investment possibilities. t6 These
objectives, stressing state involvemenr in warer resource development as

they did, were important-if for no other reason than costs of construc-
tion of irrigation works and reservoirs were high (and rising) and the
burden would have to be shared at all levels of government.

As an "eioquent voice for national reclamation," the journal lnigation

I3
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Age was also established at this time. William E. Smythe, the first-and
very capable-editor, espoused irrigation not solely as an adjunct to

agriculture, but as a "philosophy, a reiigion ."11 htigation was advanced

as an "instrumenr for rransforming sociery in the western third of the

continent."rs A second congress, held at Los Angeles in 1893, pro-

claimed the irrigation question to be national in essence. The next year

the irrigation congress convened in Denver and called for increased

appropriations for investigation of water supplies and the creation of a

narional commission to develop plans for reclamation of arid iands' The

next five years saw congresses held at Albuquerque, Phoenix, Lincoln,

Cheyenne, and Missoula. te The 18p6 congress adopted a resolution fav-

oring federal construction of storage reservoirs'20

The educational efforts of the irrigation congresses, held at diverse

locations throughout the arid regions, were felt within the federal gov-

ernment. Irrigation had become an aspect of the national conservation

concern-a concern of broad appeai to many in the Progressive Era. On
August Il , 1894, iegislation that came to be known as the Carey Act
from its sponsor, Senator Joseph M. Carey of \7yoming, was enacted.

Under this act the federal government was to provide one million acres

of aild desert lands to each of eleven western states and territories, if
certain prescribed measures concerning irrigation were taken in each

case. In turn, the government visualized development corporations using

private capital to construct the required irrigation facilities under careful

supervision from the states or territories. Expenses charged to each pro-

spective settler inciuded fifty cents per acre for the authorized I60-acre

tract and a proportional allocation of the cost of the irrigation project,

amounts that varied from project to project, but were estimated at ten to

twenty-five dollars per acre. To curb speculation, purchase of the water

rights was prerequisite to the land sale. tVith each settler's purchase of
water rights went a share in a mutual irrigation company, to which
project management and operation was transferred when the construc-

tion was completed and all rights to the water sold. Land sale could be

completed as soon as one-eighth of the tract had been irrigated.

There were limited benefits to irrigation from the Carey Act, how-

ever. Deveiopment corporations frequently miscalculated costs of the

irrigation proiects, water supply was often overestimated, and there

seemed at times to be a dearth of settlers to purchase the water rights'2l
The results from the Carey Act were considered disappointing.22

Two events significant to the cause of irrigation occurred in 1897. One
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involved the establishment of a formal, continuous organization to
suengthen the already existing, but informal, National Irrigation Con-
gress structure. To this end the National Irrigation Association, an
avowed pressure group, was established at Wichita, Kansas, under the
vigorous leadership of George H. Maxwell.23 Drrring this same year a

report, to prove almost as influential as Powell's report rwenty years
earlier, was completed by Captain Hiram M. Chittenden. The reporr,
Reseruoirs of the Arid Region, was a clear call for direct federal participarion
in irrigation for the arid regions. Chittenden recommended that the fed-
eral government acquire full title and jurisdiction over suitable reservoir
sites and full rights to rhe water available ro fill the reservoirs. In this first
report devoted specifically to reservoirs, Chittenden identified three sites
in Wyoming and rwo in Coiorado. His intenr was thar the federal govern-
ment build, own, and operare the reservoirs. Water stored therein was to
be free for public use under local regulations. Flood conrol was an added
advantage in the areas to be served by the reservoirs.24

The year 1900 also offered two significanr occurrences concerning
irrigation. One was the appearance of \)Tilliam E. Smythe's book, The
Conquett of Arid America. This book, which has been called a "classic of
the Progressive Era reclamation movement,"" b..u-. very popular and
ri,as of major assistance in achieving recognition of irrigation as a na-
tional rather than merely regional cQncern. The other occurrence was
rhat the platforms of both of the major political parties in the 1900
national elections endorsed the concept of reclamation of arid lands.26

The irrigation movement, which had been the subject of much private
and governmental attention for twenty-five years, culminated with the
enactment of the Reclamation Act of 1902. This act, popularly called
:he Newlands Act after its sponsor, Representative (later Senaror) Francis
G. Newlands of Nevada, provided for the direct government consrruc-
:ion of irrigation projects to be paid for from the rotal revenues from the
sale of public lands in the N7est. The newly created Reclamation Service
n'ithin the Department of Interior was responsible for administering
iovernment involvement in irrigation. Frederick H. Neweli was the firsr
:irector.

The Reclamation Service was charged first with rhe examination and
s.rn'ey of the streams and surrounding land thar was suscepribie ro
-:rigation, then the construction and maintenance of irrigation works for
:re storage, diversion, and development of water for reclamation of arid
.:d semiarid lands. The arca of responsibility included thirteen states

It
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and three terfitories. Title to reseryoirs and works developed under the

1902 act remained with the government, but after the government had

been reimbursed for its involvemenr, mainrenance and operation could

be passed to the landowners. Reimbursement to rhe government came in

payment for land at $1.21 per acre and payment of an amount fixed by

the Secretary of Interior for the irrigation works. This latter amount was

due in ten annual installments.
The first five projects approved under the provisions of the Reclama-

tion Act of 1902 wefe on the Salt River in Arizota, the Gunnison River

in colorado, the Milk River in Montana, the Truckee River in Nevada,

and the Sweetwater River in \ilryoming. Funds for these projects, set

aside from public land sale fevenues, were subject ro a continuing apPro-

priation and were placed in a special fund for reclamation. The fund

grew rapidly to sixteen million dollars the first year aftet enactment and

ro thirty million in 1905.27 By 1907 , twenty-four proiects, most involv-

ing reservoirs, diversion dams, and distributing canals' had been ap-

proved in fifteen st"t.r.tt
The act visualized a concept of multipurpose projects. In addition to

irrigation, concerns were expressed for navigation, flood control, and

possible generation of hydroelectric power.29 In particular, an awafeness

of the fundamental importance of sites for dams, including hydroelectric

sites, was reflected.Jo

Through the Reclamation service, whose precise fole was still iargely

undefined, the federal government was clearly ro be an active participant

in future irrigation activity. But primacy of the irrigation role was not

assured. Governmental iffigation interests were often not totally in sym-

pathy with the largely privately financed hydioelectric, timber, mineral,

and livestock interests in the \/est. Further, a keen competition fof

conrrol of water existed between those interested in its use for irrigation

and those whose emphasis was hydroelectric power. \Tithin the Bear

River watershed, resolution of this competition would require much

expense and attention.
In summary, government reports, federal laws, and private publica-

tions and congresses brought national awafeness to all aspects of irriga-

tion by the end of the nineteenth century. Many Gem Valley settlers

would have had firsthand experience applying Mormon irrigation proce-

dures as well. Irrigation was a major concern in the liveiihood of these

settlers, and with national and local attention focused on irrigation, state

involvement would soon follow.



CHAPTER THREE

Idaho Water Policy

Some aspects of Idaho governmentai involvement in irrigation are

obvious upon reviewing the applicable territorial and state law. Since the

period of concern to this study is limited roughly to the period 1885

through 1920, the law documents particularly meriting actention are the

Idaho statutes for 1887,' I89t,' 1899,3 and 1903,4 and the Idaho State

constitution of 1890.t There are, of course, some fluctuations among
these documents in minor detail. However, a careful comparison of the

statutes for repetitive, signifi.cant provisions discloses a consistent pat-
tern of principles and procedures that may properiy be termed "ldaho

water policy."
A summary of portions of this water policy is prerequisite to further

discussions of the legal constraints on irrigation and hydroelectric devel-

opments and of the major court battles among the competitors for Bear

River water. To provide this summary is the intent of this chapter.

Basic to any consideration of Idaho water policy is the concept that
the "waters ofrhe State are held to belong to the State."6 Thir "title to
the public waters of the State is vested in the State for the use and

benefit of all citizens under such rules and regulations as may be pre-

scribed from time ro time by the legislature."T

The right of citizens to the use of these public waters is acquired by
appropriation, such appropriation being completed by actually diverting
water from its natural watercourse and applying it to "a beneficial use."8

Eligibility to appropriate water was extended to "any person, association

or corporation" desiring to do so.o "Beneficial use" is defned as use for
domestic, agricultural, and manufacturing purposes, in that order of
priority. t0 A *ater right does not imply ownership of the water itself;
the right merely approves the use of the water for a beneficial purpose.ll

There were two authorities or methods in Idaho for acquiring a water

right by appropriatioll-1hs "statutory" method and the "constitu-

tional" method. The statutory method, expressing procedural details,

17
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found its origin in territorial legislation of 1881 and 1887. That portion

of the constitution relating to appropriation of water, effective with

statehood in 18!0,' was a more general expression of rights. For ex-

ample, included was the specific guarantee that "the right to divert and

appropriate the unappropriated waters of any natural stream to beneficial

uses, shall never be denied."12 After 1890 the detailed statutory proce-

dures were, of course, required to be in conformance with the constiru-

tion. Howevet, any appropriation action could theoretically be based on

either statutory or constitutional authority.

Application of the statutory method became prevalent, probably be-

cause the statutes contained detailed procedural requirements. Statutes

of particular interest to this study were those of 1895, 1899, and 1903,

all of which were based Iaryely on rhe earlier territoriai iegislation. All

these statutes included several primarily procedural provisions associated

with appropriation; for example, the posting of notices of appropriation

similar to notices of mining claims, construction of the means of diver-

sion, and specific aurhorization for appropriation of certain waters for

storage in reservoirs for future beneficial use. Notices of appropriation

were required to be posted in a conspicuous place near the point of

diversion of the water from its natural watercoufse. Posting and the

timely provision of copies to the county recorder and, after 1895, to the

srare engineer, had the effect of officially and legally making appropria-

tors' intentions known. A broad spectfum of information was required

for proper completion of a notice of appropriation, namely:

1 Amount of water claimed, specified in inches in 1887, or in cubic

feet per second in 1895, and by later statutes. Initially in irrigation

history, the unit of measurement of water flow, acquired from placer

mining experience, was the miner's inch. By custom and the statutes

of Idaho Territory in 1887, a miner's inch was the amount of water

flowing through an inch-square orifice measured under the pressure

of a four-inch head. Because ofpractical difficulties in obtaining such

measufements, by i895 the unit of water flow was changed to sec-

ond-foot (s.f.Fthat flow resulting in one cubic foot of water in one

second of time, also termed, in the plural, as cubic feet per second

(c.f.s.). The correlation of flow values between these two units of

measurement is one c.f.s. equals fifty miner's inches'

2. Beneficial use to which the water was to be applied'
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3. Description of the place of intended use. For example, if the purpose

was for irrigation, a description of the lands to be irrigated was

necessary.

Accurate description of the point of diversion. For surveyed lands,
description by legal subdivision came to be specified. If the lands

were unsurveyed, description by reference to a natural landmark was

suggested, provided the location of the point of diversion was de-
scribed sufficiently "for a person acquainted with the country to find
the point from the description in the notice."lr

Description of the means of diversion proposed. Type, size, general

course, and length of the canals were features that were to be

described.

6. Length of time estimated to compiete the diversion works. A maxi-
mum of five years was allowed for completion. The requirement to
include this item in a notice of appropriation first appeared in rhe

statute of 1895. It was omitted from the 1899 enactmenr, bur ap-

peared again in the 1903 stut.rt..'4

An aspect of the statutory pgocedure for appropriation of water-that
involving the posting of a notice at the point of diversion and the
recording of this posting-was discontinued in 1903. The 1903 statutes

substituted a procedure that placed the regulation of water under the
jurisdiction of the state engineer. tt Under the new procedure, those who
intended to appropriate water were required to apply to the state engi-
neer for permits before commencing any work on the physrcal system. A
completed application for permit included the same general infonnarion
as previously required for a posted notice, that is, identification of the

applicant, quantity of water claimed, the source of supply, location of
the point of diversion, the purpose for which the diverted water would
be used, and a description of the proposed works.

The various statutes on appropriation of water also addressed the
construction of the means of diversion. NTork was to commence within
sixty days of the posting of the notice or, after 7903, by the date

specified in the state engineer's approval of the application for permit.
\Work was to be pursued "diligently and uninterruptedly"-except for
unavoidable, temporary delays owing to rain, snow, or cold-until com-

19
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pletion. As mentioned earlier, completion within five years was the

official expectation, although provisions for "departures from normal"

existed. For example, under the 1903 statute, there was, as part of the

administrative paraphernalia, a special form entitled "Application for

Extension of Time for Beneficial Use Proof. " Completion was defined as

meaning "conducting the waters to the place of intended ose."t6

Some flexibility in the construction as initially visualized was pro-

vided. The point of diversion could be changed if no injury to other

parties resulted. Canals could be extended beyond the original locality of
intended use. A right of "gradual development" was recognized for

expensive or long-term projecrs.

The 1895 statute included provisions for water appropriation in con-

nection with reservoirs. In this instance, the unit of measurement was

the acre-foot, which denoted the quantity of stored water covering one

acre to a depth of one foot' (one acre-foot equals 4),560 cubic feet of
water. )

Under the 1895 statute:

Any person, association or corporation desiring to construct a reser-

voir for the purpose of storing water for some beneficial purpose shall

have the right to take any of the public waters of this state which are

going to waste at any time, or which are unappropriated, and to apPro-

priate and store the same for future benelicial use and to construct and

maintain the necessary dams, canais, conduits or other works for im-

pounding and distributing such water, by complying with the same

rules and in the same manner as in the Act provided for appropriation

and diversion of any of the public water of this state. Lt

As earlier noted, the two methods of appropriation-constitutional
and statutory-were of equal valdity. Either could "be followed by an

intending appropriator at his optio.r."t8 Ho*.rrer, application of the

doctrine of relation made it further advantageous to adhere to the statu-

tory method when determining completion of the appropriation. Under

this doctrine, if the construction requirements, as stated in the notice of
appropriation or the application for permit, were met according to the

statute, the priority of rights was related back in time to the posting of
the notice or the filing of the application for permit. te Uttder the consti-

tutional method, such relation back in time was not possibie.

Completion of the procedures of appropriation and of the construction

associated therewith did not bestow a clear and uncontestable right to
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the water. This was true even under the 1903 statute wherein the
normal sequence of actions was rhe application for permit by the appro-
priator, .approvai by the stare engineer. provision of proof of completion
of works by the appropriator, and the granting of a license by the state
engineer. The license was "merely a contingent right."20

A clear bestowai of right ro warer had to come from adjudication by
the proper court. From the judicial processes would stem an "action ro
ascertain, determine, and decree the extent and priority of a water
right."21 The decree of a court was ro be based on a consideration ofthe
elements of the right. The elements of a water right were three: (1) the
priority of appropriation, (2) the extent of the right in quantity, and (3)
the extent of the right in time or the period of use for a beneficial
pufpose.

Both the state constitution and all applicable statutes addressed prior-
ity of appropriation. "Priority of appropriation shall give the better right
as between those using the water."22 "Between appropriators, the firsr in
time is rhe first in right."23

The determination of the extent of the right in quantity was more
complex. Here several considerations applied. First, the measurement of
quantity-after 1895 in cubic feet per second (c.f.s.l-would occur at
the point of diversion.ta Seco.rd, during this early period in state his-
tory, the extent to which a water claim would eventually be supported
by a decreed right was potentially limited by the capacrty of rhe diver-
sion works constructed. Such construction would "have secured this
right to the water claimed, ro rhe exrent of quantity which said works
are capable of conducting, and not exceeding rhe quanrity claimed."25

Contemporaneous with this factor of the capactty of the diversion
works, and later to supercede it in importance, was a considerarion of
rhe real needs of the appropriutot.'6 To the requirement of beneficial
use, statutory iaw added the requirement that the appropriaror exercise

economy and reasonableness of use of *uter.t- This concept was called
''duty of water." It was "the policy of the iaws of idaho to require the
highest and greatest possible duty from the waters of the State in the
rnterest ofagriculture and other useful and beneficial purposes."28 Perti-
nent to this consideration was the 1887 prohibition against warer usage

:n excess of that required by good husbandry for the crops cultivated.2e
S:atutory law did not define che amounr of irrigation wacer usage justi-
:ed by "good husbandry." However, a later attempt to evaluate the
:equirements of the land was a step in this direction. The 1903 srarure

21
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addressed duty of water in this fashion: "No one shall be authorized to

divert for irrigation purposes more than one cubic foot of water per

second for each 50 acres of iand to be irrigated, unless it can be shown to

the satisfaction of the State Engineer that a greater amount is

.recessury."30 One final point relating to the requirement for strict econ-

omy in water usage involved the means of conveyance. An appropriacor

of water was expected to construct and maintain proper canals and

ditches to minimize water loss.31

Determination of the extent of a right in time was also important.s2 It
was conceivable that water appropriated for a specific beneficial pur-

pose-irrigation, for example-could have only a seasonal applicability.
To this end an irrigation season was defined by statute as commencing

April 1(or April 10) and ending October 15 (or October 31), the

specific day depending on the statute applicable.ll Resuictive implica-

tions for water appropriated for irrigation purposes are obvious.

The Idaho water law and the policies derived therefrom-evolving
through the territorial days and early days of statehood-were crucial to

developments within the state. Not only was the law in existence for

control of contemporary irrigation and power developments, but the law

then existing also provided the framework for future water law and

policy.



CHAPTER FOUR

Earliest Irrigation Efforts
in Gem Valley

\Whereas in the previous chapter the focus is restricted in time, ir is

desirabie to resuict the focus geographically in this chapter. Attention is

limited to the central and southern portions of Gem Valiey-the area

through which the Bear River flows soon after its rurn ro the south.
Located in this atea are the former and present communities of Grace,
Turner, Central, Lund, Bancroft, Niter, Bench, and certain agricultural
lands south of Central and also west of Lago.

Settlement of the south-flowing atm of Bear River proceeded from
south to north for two reasons-proximity ro other settled areas as the
settlement advanced and the increasing difficulty of obtaining the desir-
able river bottom lands in Cache Valley and lower Gem Valley. Mound
Valiey and Cleveland, on the extreme south of the valley, were first
settled around 1870. Thatcher. was settled in 1881. Lago, Grace,
Turner, Bench, and Central were serrled in the late 1880s and early
1890s. t These latter settlements brought homesteaders ro the high, arid
tableland adjoining the Bear River as it passed through its deep, rocky
gorges. These latter settlements also brought to the valley several of the
principai individuals involved in the early irrigation efforts. Among the
earliest settlers were Edward J. Turner, John J. Trappett, John Allsop,
and Samuel Egbert.2

The settlers attempted dry farming with little s,.rccess.3 \Vater was
scarce, which made the possibility of irrigation a marter of concern even
:efore the decision to settle the valley. John Trappett illustrated this
roint. In 1895 "we prospected up rhe river to see what show there
n'ould be of getting the water out before we went on to Blackfoot to 6le
cn our homesteads."a As could be expected, artempts to diverr water
:rom Bear River onto the land received early attention. An early Gem
Valley pioneer family history (John Ira Ailsop) treats this problem.
'They never gave up hope of bringing water on to the land. The water
.ltuation was acute. Many of the settlers had to haul their water for

23
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culinary purposes in barrels from Bear River and they felt that without
sufficient water to irrigate the land they would have to give up their

ctat ms.

There is only sketchy evidence of the two earliest efforts at irrigation
in Gem Valley.6 Involved were Edward J. Turner, Martha Turner, Mi-
chael Emart (possibly Emmett), C. Mickelson, and G. Mickelson. Their

claims were for 100 c.f.s. of water on November 26, 1885, and an

additional 50 c.f.s. on November 26, 1888. Appropriation reportedly

included the posting of written notices and compliance with the laws

"then in force and effect." The point of diversion for both of these

appropriations was stated to be "a point known as the Ten Mile Bridge"

in the immediate vicinity of present-day Gtace. The canal associated

with this effort was called, at least in later years, the Turner Canal. By

1900 the only trace of that diversion was a broken-down wooden flume

in the river catryott.t

Another diversion was undertaken in 1889 by Samuel \7. Egbert,

Hyrum S. Egbert, John Steadman, and Brigham Sellers, and dated to an

appropriation of 86 c.f.s. by the posting of notice on September 2' This

proved to be an entirely different matter as concerned survival of physi-

cal evidence of the diversion. This effort, involving a gtearer investment

of time and labor, was also significant in that the project was begun

almost as soon as Samuel Egbert had arrived in the valley. The point of

diversion in this instance was described as being about at the center of

Section 31, Township 9 South, Range 41 East of the Boise Meridian'8

This would place the location about a half mile down river from the

present irrigation dam. Diversion required something in the river to
raise the water level, flumes to convey the water along the rocky canyon

walls, and canals or ditches. The obstruction in the river was not a dam,

but merely "a few cottonwoods snaked across the river" and a "little

brush and rock iust below north point of 'J7hite Tail Mountain."e The

flumes were more elaborate. Built of wood and supported by wooden

posts, the flume construction ran along the south side ofthe canyon bed.

These flumes, unfortunately, were unable to withstand the weight of the

accumulating t'inter snows and were a major weakness in the perfor-

mance of the system. to The canal itself, built where the soil layer per-

mitted, was relatively large. Trappett described the canal width as per-

haps ten feet at the top and eight feet at the bottom. 11

The Egbert Canal took two years to build but was considered an

unsuccessful, "heart breaking attempt"'12 By 1895 only "tumble down
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flumes" and the land tracing of the canal remained. But water had been
diverted onto the land. The evidence was clear-plowed and cultivated
ground, growing crops, and shade trees that were unable to grow in that
country without supplemental moisture. 13

The failures of the Turner and Egbert canals in the lare 1880s and
early 1890s were bitter disappointments, but this did not stop the
efforts to irrigate. Another water filing, this one involving D. D. Sulli-
van and F. H. Riddish (possibly Reddish), is noted with the date of
ApriI 21 , 1898. The point of diversion was described as the southeast
corner of Section 30, Township 9 South, Range 41 E.B.M., which
would place the location near the present irrigation dam on this secrion
of the Bear River. Three aspecrs regarding this water claim are unusual.
(Indeed, the claim may have been specious.) One is the amazinglylarge
amount of water claimed-6,380 c.f.s.1a Another is the absence of
surviving physical evidence, although this may have been eliminated by
later developments in the same area. And finally, this filing was made
while other irrigation efforts, begun in 1896, were in progress ro even-
tual success.

In considering these early irrigation efforts, the important points are
the high priorities assigned to such activities and the never-say-die deter-
mination of the Gem Valley sertlers. They "refused to give up. They
decided to make another arrernpt and a dam site was selecred one-half
mile east of the river bridge. They began hauling logs from the canyon
and worked nearly all winter, but for lack offinances, and upon rhe advice
of experts who deemed the site unsuitable, this attempt was aban-
doned."1t N7ith the failure of these early irtrgation efforts, it is not
surprising that the next try would be considered a final efforr-a lasr
chance.

25



CHAPTER FIVE

The "Last Chance"
Irrigation Project

Although the earlier attempts at irigation in Gem Valley were dis-
couraging, the elements for eventual success v/ere present in 1896. The
activities of an eaily Grace settler, John J. Trappett, were of crucial
importance. He arrived on his homestead in February, and almost im-
mediately "dam meetings" began to be held "with men from all over rhe

valley attending. Just what kind of a dam they could afford to build
seemed to be the most important question."l

At a meeting in October the settiers "organized a water company ro
,,) ^,get water."' The initial orgatization of this as-yet-unnamed company

included John Trappett as president, a position he held until 1898.r
Several features relative to this first irrigation company are of interest.
First, the group was small, consisting of only seventeen individuals.
However, future expansion of membership was anticipated. New settlers
"kept dropping in, every few days there would be some one come in
fresh." Second, financial resources were meager-almost nonexistent. As

John Trappett summarized: "$7e [had] nothing only our homes, that is

all we had." Only Edward J. Turner of the original organization was

considered to be a "man of prop.t,y."a Contribution of work instead of
money was to be the normal means of support.

But these disadvantages did not preclude an energeric approach to the
work to be done. Construction of a dam across the Bear River was

recognized as the "first thing," and by November 1896 the company
was acquiring timbers for the dam.5 By 1897 the fledgling company had
grown from the initial seventeen to a total of "40 or 50"6 and had

received a new name. The first filing on Bear River water by this group
occurred early in the year and dam construction proceeded as fast as the
members were able.

NThen the name "Last Chance" was affixed to this irrigation effort is
not entirely ciear. However, the name, obviously appropriate in the eyes

of Gem Valley residents, is generally attributed to John Trappett.T In
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any event, the first water filing for 400 c.f.s. by D. D. Sullivan, JohnJ.
Trappett, and George Stoddard identified those claimants as members of

the Last Chance Irrigation Company.8

The exact date of this filing is likewise unclear. John Trappett recalls

the posting of the notice "on the dam . . about the 14th of February'

if I remember right."e However, other dates appeared when a copy of

the notice was presented for notarizing. In this instance posting of the

norice on February 24, 1897, was asserted, which assertion was attested

to by notary public on March 1. The state engineer's office received a

copy of the notice of water right on March 3.10 These variations in dates

would prove troublesome in the future.

The intended use of the water was specified "for irrigation and culi-

nary and such other purposes as we may desire."li Compietion of the

water diversion to achieve those pufposes was scheduled for "within five

years," consistent with specific provisions of the applicable Idaho stat-

utes of 1895.12

Other information required in a posted notice of water appropriation

lacked the precision that would have been preferred by lawyers involved

in future litigation. For exampie, the location of the point of diversion

was stated to be "near the point where a copy of this notice is posted and

more definitely described as South East of Section 30 Township 9

Range 41 E.B.M. near the North End of what is known as the \7hite
Tail Mountain." Both the section and township descriptions were faulty.

(The correct description would have been the Southeast Quarter of Sec-

tion 30, Township 9 South, Range 4I F,asr. of the Boise Meridian.)

Similarly, the place of intended use is described broadly or incom-

pletely as "Townships 9 and 10 Ranges 39 and4OE, and Township 10

Range 41 E.B.M." Description of the proposed means of diversion was

also misleading. The means of diversion were specified as "a dam 8 or 10

ft. high and flume about 3000 ft. in iength and 2 catals." Each canal

was to be about eight miles in length; one would proceed southeasterly

and the other northwesterly.lr As will be shown, the Last Chance system

as eventually constructed did not reflect the details earlier outlined in

the notice of water right-and therein were the origins of yet another

problem. (See maps on pages 36 and 39.)

Many specifics of the plans or intentions of the Last chance officials

were not disclosed by the posting (in late winter of 1896-97) of the

initial notice of water right for 400 c.f.s. of water from the Bear River.

Although details wefe not announced at the time, twenty-two years later
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John Trapperr was able to describe with obvious pride a grandiose plan
"to water from the Port Neuf {tic} to Trout Creek on rhe south from the
beginning."la If a plan of such scope were brought to fruition, the Last
Chance system would have provided irrigation to lands from Chester-
field, north of Bancroft, south to the vicinity of Lago--almost all of
Gem Valley. When pressed for a more precise starement of the plans,

John Trappett appeared to be positive rhar the original intention was to
provide irrigation to forty thousand acres.t5 The manner of arriving at

this figure was indirect. "\7e had representatives from each ward and
they represented about so many hundreds or thousands of acres of land,
how much there was in each ward, that is how we figured about 40,000
the first two years."16 Shareholders'homestead rights, that is, the total
land filed on, became the basis for estimating a total of forty thousand
ucres.tt NThether it was topographically possible, in view of ground
elevations, to distribute warer over all of that land was not considered.
However, a meaningful correlation was seen between the forty thousand
acres and the appropriation of 400 c.f .s. of water. ts

Although some vagueness and uncertainty may have existed regarding
the exact lands eventually to be irrigated, construction of the means of
diversion was not delayed. The dam, a first prioriry for acquisirion of
materials as early as {aIl 1896, continued to demand much of the set-

tlers' time and efforts. Final site selection was also a major considerarion,
and the settlers sought help from experr surveyors. Several names appear
in the record as performing this function-a "Mr. Fryar" who "made the
first survey on the east side of the river from Alexander Point;"le a "Mr.
Haliday" who was said to have used a gun barrel for a spirit level in
making the "first survey; and a "Mr. Atkinson" from Richmond,
Utah.2o The site finaliy selected for the dam was located abour a mile
and a half downstream from Alexander Point,21 about the same location
on the river as had been the "old Egbert dam"-an earlier diversion
effort.22

A dam using locaily available materials-timber and 1e6k5-q/4s yisu-

alized. The first step was to build log "cribs," position them in winter
on the surface ice over the width of the river, filI them with lava rocks,
and wait for the melting of the ice in the spring and the settling of the
cribs to the bottom. Each crib was abour thirry feet wide.23

Once the cribs were in place on rhe river bottom to form the main
ioundation of the dam, rhe level of obstruction to the river flow could be

ralsed-and thus a dam was built. The setrlers hauled logs for this

)o
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purpose from nearby canyons. Also, some logging was done from the

mountains bordering the river to the north, the logs being floated

downstream to the dam site.2a These were large timbers, some reaching

sixty feet in lengrh.2t To submerge rhese logs, boulders were dislodged

and rolied down the hills bordering the dam site and placed on top of

the iogs. To one participant in the construction, some of these boulders

*.r. *.r, "as big as a load of haY."26

As the dam rose, it became clear that additional height would be

required to accomplish the water diversion as planned. twhereas the

1gg7 notice of water appropriation had visualized a dam eight or ten feet

high-thus making prior state approval of the dam construction unnec-

.r*ry-p.rr.rission from the state engineer was now required for a

height mofe than ten feet.27 Approval--was obtained and the dam was

raised an additional two to three feet.z8 Cross ties were placed on the

top, and timbers were placed with the current to form a "directional

channel" to improve water flow.

By the *irrte, of 1897 -98 the dam had been completed to a width of

l9O feet.2e A "loop hole in the crib work," left purposeiy for the river to

flow through, was finally closed after two years.- Thereafter, the water

spilled over the top of the dam at the west end'30

construction of the dam was a maior engineering chalienge. Success

in the effort was an essential prerequisite to later construction of flumes

and canals and eventually bringing the water onto the land. Particularly

significant was that this rough, dangerous work was accomplished with

no modern construction machinery or equipment' The workers used

farm tools typical of the day, such as crow bars, shovels, picks, and

other crude hand instruments.lt
Additionally, the project was hampered by nature, shortage of money,

wide dispersal of the work force, and extremes of weather and climate'

For example, on the first day of the site selection survey, the crew killed

fifty-nine rartlesnakes in the imme diate area.)2 Money was so short that

adequate clothing was often not avaiiable. Trappett noted, "we couldn't

get a pair of overalls, we had to use two-bushel sacks to make our

overalls to do that work with."33 Another individual, close to the work

through family connecrions, wrote of workers "coming for miles with

horses, often pooriy clothed, feet wrapped in burlap against fteezing."sa

Inadequate food drew the attention of others. Food was typically limited

to bread and gravy, supplemented perhaps by a bit of bacon for break-

fast. Lunches often consisted only of bread and syrup' Sharing of lunches
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and other examples of cooperation were common features. "Many times
after work the men had to srop at the Sullivan home nearby to rhaw the
wet and frozen burlap from their feet and get warm before going
home."3t

By the spring of 1898 the water behind the dam was high enough
that attention could be shifted to the means of moving the water from
the point of diversion onro rhe land.36 Those means included both
canals, where the gradient and soii conditions permitted, and flumes.

Construction of canals involved much biasting and scraping to estab-
iish the bed.l7 Teams of horses with scrapers and men with dynamire
and picks were visible features of the project. The initiai flumes were
made of wooden planks supported by wooden posts. A typical flume was

ten feet wide and six feet deep. Supporting posts were high enough so

that an additional foot of depth could be achieved by adding other
planks if an increase in flume capacity was needed.l8

The initial plan was for an open canal south from the dam as far as

possible along the west bank of the river.se Flumes wouid be used only
where canals were impractical but would, of course, be necessarv ro cross

the Bear River canyon. As the work proceeded on the "inter-mix" of
canals and flumes, many adjustments in the details of the initial plan
became necessary. For example, diverted water immediately spilling
from the dam was so swift that it washed out the open canal, necessitar-

ing replacemenr by a section of flume 2)A {eet long.ao Ali this difficult
work over two hard years notwithstanding, no farmland had as yer been

irrigated.
While construction was still in progress, other changes affecting the

"Last Chance" occurred. On February 14, 1899, the community-oriented
irrigation effort was formally incorporated as the Last Chance Canal Com-
pany (Ltd.), with a growing list of sixty-four original stockholders. Ed-
ward J. Turner was the first president. Fifty thousand shares of stock were
issued at one dollar per share.41 Only 12,272 shares were subscribed at the
cime of incorporation, however. Sale of the remainder, or 75 percent of
che totai, would have to await procurement of more funds-or the arrivai
of neq, stockholders.n' Mon.y was so scarce that even the initial stock
issues-and later company assessments-were paid with credits (at $1.50
per day) for work done or pledged.al Although details of any transacrions

are lacking, apparently there was also some local trading and selling of
Last Chance stock.44

Another significant event, not directly related to the ongoing con-

3I
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strucrion, was a second water filing that took place in May 190 1. This

6ling for 600 c.f.s. of Bear River water, initiated by EdwardJ. Turner

as president of the Last Chance Canal Company, was legally more satis-

fying than the initial 1897 filiog. But even in this instance some confu-

sion on the date was presenr. The notice of wacer appropriation was

indicated to be May 11, 190 1; however, the document was not notarized

until May 14, and that same date was shown for the posting of the

notice. The proposed use of che water appropriation was specifically for
,,agricultural and domestic purposes." Gone was the additional overly

broad 1897 expression of "such othef pufposes as we may desire." The

point of diversion was much more preciseiy defined than in the initial

hli.rg urrd was further identified as a point where "a dam and head-gate

have been constructed by the said company." The means of diversion

were described as the "dam already constructed" and a ditch and

branches 
.,having a total aggreg te length of about one hundred (100)

miles." The places of intended use, following the legal subdivision

descriptions, were summailzed as containing in ali about seventy-five

thousand acres.o5 The company commitred to complece the diversion

within 6ve years, even though the applicable Idaho law no longer con-

tained this specific requirement. Now the law required only that the

work for diversion commence within sixty days of the filing and that it
proceed "diligently and uninterruptedly to completion'"46

There were several reasons for the 1901 filing for 600 c.f.s. of water.

An obvious reason was the increase to seventy-five thousafld acres in the

acrcage intended to be irrigated. The increase was at least partially to

accommodate individuals who would file on land after the irrigation

project was completed and thus give the Last Chance some capability for

."pu.r.iorr.at A suggestion of intent to sell water from this additional

filing was vigorously denied.a8 Other considerations suggested an insuf-

ficiency in the amount of water appropriated in 1897' One dealt with

aspecrs of soil and climate. It was "discovered that it took more water to

warer rhat land than a person would naturaily think."ae Further' an

effort was made to relate shares of Last chance stock to acres to be

irrigated and to inches of water available. It was found that "none of us

would have sufficienr waref ro water the ground."5o Ho*ever, the pri-

mary reason for the insufficiency was probably an effor in computation

made when determining the amount of watef represented by the 1897

filing. Last Chance off.lul, had "figured on 144 inches to the foot,"5l
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rather than rhe correct measurement equivalent for flowing water of one
c.f.s. equaling fifty miner's inches. Thus, the original filing (1897)
represented only 35 percent of the amount of water believed to have
been appropriated. Regardless of the accuracy of the compurations, how-
ever, it appears that the Last Chance requirements for water appropri-
ated-totaling 1,000 c.f.s. by May 1901-were only broad and rough
estimates.

In 7919 lawyers pressed the indomitable John Trappett to explain
why the various Last Chance warer appropriations were made. His reac-

tions were characteristic and enlightening. Concerning lapses of memory
about intentions, he complained that "nobody ever thought anything
would come up years afterwards and no one would ever think of it."t2
When the suggestion was made that the water appropriations may have

been excessive, his response was: "S7e should have 6led on all of Bear
River."tl And rhen for any mathematicai shortcomings or inconsisten-
cies, he somewhat disingenuously absolved himself of responsibility with
the observation: "I am no figurer myself."ta

As the end of the initial five-year construction period approached, ir
became obvious that there remained several problems requiring resolu-
tion. First was the matrer of time itself. Based on evaluation by Last
Chance officials, it appeared that "we couldn't make it in time, so we
bonded to \William Slick to put this flume in."" The flume in quesrion
was the one thar received warer from the original open-ditch feeder
system (specifically the Last Chance Main Canal) which coursed south
from the dam on the wesr side of the river and then crossed the "river at
the bend in the river."56

But the dam itself turned our to be the worst problem of all. In its
construction, adequate provisions for the headgates had not been made.
The gates had been lefr until the "last moment."t- Wh.n consrruction
on the gates finally began it was found that the strucrure of the dam
itself made instaliation of the headgates extremely difficult. The gates

were ro be inserted in the west end of the dam-unfortunateiy already
the location of especially large and well-embedded timbers and boul-
ders. "It would have been an awful job to complete and fix up that
dam. and sink our gares in through those big 1ogs."58 And, as if
marveling at what had developed, John Trappett, speaking almost
twenty years after the event, said: "I don't know how it occured, bur
it occurred some way, that dam we already had in, he lBitl Slick]

71
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persuaded them to put in a dam just below, probably forty feet .

below the dam we had put in."5e

The decision to construct a new dam involved selecting a contractot
and obtaining funds. The firm J. B. Slick of Salt Lake City became the

contractor. The company borrowed fifteeh thousand dollars from Miller
and Viele, a loan company in Logan, Utah. Security for the loan re-

quired clarification of potential water rights. It was discovered that the

initial filing of 1897 for 400 c.f.s. of water accrued no benefit to the

Last Chance Canal Compuny.6o Thut filing, it will be recalled, was by

John J. Trappett, David Sullivan, and George Stoddard, as stockholders

of the Last Chance lrrigation Company. A quit claim deed of October

22, 1901, wherein note was made that the Last Chance Canal Company

(Ltd.) had been "improperly styled . . . The Last Chance Irrigation
Company" in the 1897 fihng, and that conveyed all rights under the

1897 filing to the Last Chance Canal Company (Ltd.), was executed by

Trappett and Sullivan.6l
Bill Slick, who had been so instrumental in contracting for the flume

and second dam, was regarded with admiration by Gem Valley settlers,

and both the flume and the dam came to bear his name. John Trappett,

a handy man with a well-turned phrase, having named the Last Chance

system, provided his evaluation. "rVe wanted it [the dam] to have that

name, calling it Slick all the time, because he was pretty slick and we

named it particulady for him."6' Unfotttrtutely, information about con-

struction of the Slick dam is not available.

The original dam, buiit at such great costs in time and effort, was

never completed; it never diverted any water from the river.63 But
Trappett remained almost aggressively protective of the worth of that

project. Under questioning, he asserted that "it could have been iust the

same as the other dam."5a in 1918 the old dam was still in place.6t

All of the money was gone by early 1902. Ar'other loan, this one for

five thousand dollars, was obtained from Miller and Viele on February

3,66 ar.d construction continued. An awareness of the five-year maxi-

mum time allowable by law for conducting the water to the place of
intended use was always present. This period expired on February 14, or

February 24, or March I of 1902, depending on the date assumed for

the first water appropriation filing. But regardless of the exact date, the

Last Chance people were continually concerned with having the con-

struction completed "within the time of having the water out, that is all
we were figuring on."6'
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Uncertainties regarding conclusion of the first phase of the projecr
brought an instance of high drama. Two weeks before the time expired
for compietion, the Last Chance workers still had 1,100 feet to go on
the Last Chance Main Canal system and the ground was frozen so hard it
was impossible to work it. A family history picks up the story:

Mr. Slick . . said it was impossibie to finish the ditch in the ailot-
ted time. He said the Bothwell Canal Company was ready to file on the
water if they didn't have it finished by the twelfth.

Everyone had left the works feeling downhearted and discouraged,

with the exception ofSlick and his helpers, and Frank Christensen,

Christensen after much thought, suggested that they make a new ditch.
Slick thought he was out of his mind from worry, but toid him to go

ahead. He got some of the men to come back and they plowed and

scraped an eleven hundred foot ditch through the snow. This thawed

the ground and they were able to build the flume. The ditch was fin-
ished two days before the deadiine and the liling was saved.68

Thus, by February 1902 "Last Chance water" was available to farms

on the east side of the Bear River. Irrigation was underway.6e Another
flume across the Bear River further downstream was constructed in

The Last Chance Diversion Dam

on the Bear River (1982)
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March and April 1902 to bring water back to the west side.70 All this
initial flume and ditch work from one side of the river to the other had
finally "succeeded in getting the water onto the land far enough to
legally comply with the stipulation of the law."71

The significance of rhese accomplishments was nor Losr on the local
residents. A feeling of exlrilaration prevailed, as exemplified by the
following account.

As a iittle girl I {Alice T. Sorensonl can remember when the last
work was finished on the last canal and my father (George Telford)
aiong with the others came home standing up in their wagons swinging
the lines around their heads and shouting and singing with the joy of
it. \Tagons could be heard rumbling ali over the valley for some time
that evening.T2

The Last Chance Canal as finally construcred bore only slight resem-
blance to the means of diversion described in the notices of appropriarion
of 1897 and 190 1. In those rwo documents, flumes 3,000 feet in length
and two principal canals, each eight miles long, and a total length
including branches of about one hundred miles, were visualized apart
from the dam. \fhat had acruaiiy been built ro convey the diverted
water from the headgates at the new "Slick" dam were a flume 214 feet
long immediately south of the west end of the dam, 1,100 feet of open
ditch, 1,800 feet of flume (the Bill Slick flume, which extended south
to and across the River to the easr side), and another 1,800 feet ofopen
ditch to headgates of two east-side canals. From this point another flume
conveyed water back across rhe river to the wesr-side canals. The tortu-
ous path of the combination of open ditches and flumes was dictated by
the "line of levels" survey starting at a diversion dam of optimum height
and running through irregular and rough terrain. The total length ofthe
works constructed and owned by the Last Chance Canal Company (Ltd.)
was about one and one-fourth miles.73 The capacity of this portion of rhe
works in 1902 was 450 c.f .s.14

In place of a single, integrated Last Chance Canal Company, what
evolved, as viewed by the Last Chance officials themseives, was a "Last

Chance Canal system"-a single and interdependent system consisting of
rhe Last Chance Dam, the Last Chance Main Canal (which served as a

feeder), and five primary irrigation canals, each of the latter managed,
controiled, and operated by a secondary corporation. Fed directly from
rhe Last Chance Canal headgates were the East Branch and Bench canals

17
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on the east side of the river, and the Central, Tanner, and North
Extension canals on the west side. The North Extension Canai fed two

large branch 6anal5-1hs \West Branch and the Turner.75 The East

Branch Canal, in February 1902, was the first to receive water from the

Last Chance.76 The other primary irrigation canals received water soon

thereafter-for example, the Bench Canal in May and the North Exten-

sion in July 1902. \7ith the provision of water to the North Extension

Canal, irrigation became possible on the west side of the Bear River. As

could have been expected, the branch canals were enlarged and extended

as rapidly as possible. \Tithin two years all had essentially reached their

planned lengths.TT The 1903 growing season found an estimated 3,500
acres of Gem Valley under irrigation.Ts

Irrigation of only 3,500 acres was a modest achievement when evalu-

ated against the total acreage planned to be irrigated or the Last Chance

filings for Bear River water. However, at this stage the degree of project

completion was not crucial to later efforts to determine the extent in
quantity of the Last Chance water appropriations. Idaho water law re-

cognized a concept of "gradual deveiopment" of a project's physical

facilities.
Several major problems were associated with the first years of opera-

tion of the Last Chance system. The original decision to use wooden

flumes in the Last Chance Main Canal was the source of the most

recurrent and pressing of these problems for two principai reasons. First,

the flumes significantly restricted system capacity. This problem was

addressed the first summer of use by the addition of an eight-inch plank

at the top of the flume support posts.te Further major enlargements of

the canal from the end of the flume on the east side of the river were

made in the years 1905 to lgOT .80

But even more obiectionable than system capacity limitations were

the wooden flumes themselves. They leaked considerably, were subject

to decay, were easily crushed by winter snow, and needed constant repair

or rebuilding.tt I.r t909 a replacement wooden flume was constructed,82

but by 19 15 the flume problem was again of crisis proportions. John
Trappett described the canal as being in "bad shape. \7e were

looking for it to go down all the time, three or four bents would go

down all unawares to us."83

Sucb a serious problem justified an innovative solution. The possibil-

ity of tunneling through a knoll of solid lava rock west of the offending

flumes had been discussed for the "last ten or eleven years, but the
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people thought it was too big an undertaking." Trappett himself favored

efforts "to patch the old flume up . and use it just as long as we

could." But it eventually became obvious that either a new flume of
improved construction or a tunnel *as necessary.'o

On August 1 , 1915, Last Chance officials voted for the tunnel option
and requested their engineer, \filliam A. Samms, to advertise for bids

on the project.8t Vith a bid 31 percent under the next iowest bidder,
Morrison-Knudsen of Boise was awarded the tunnel excavation contract

on September 12 for fiI6.95 per linear foot. Last Chance expected to pay

for this work by assessing ten cents per share of company stock,86 and by

obtaining a mortgage loan on Last Chance property, eventually arranged

with Utah Mortgage Loan Company of Logan, Utah, for twenty-five

thousand doilars.sT The tunnel, twelve feet wide and nine feet high,
commenced near the lower end of the open ditch bringing water from

the diversion dam, ran straight in a generally southwest direction, and

met the river about six hundred feet downstream from the then existing

wooden flume trestle.8t
Construction was difficult. The south half of the tunnel was "hand

drilled and the rock hauled out with one horse pulling a smali :.ail car

filled and dumped by hand."te Payments of #23,681 .46 were made to

Morrison-Knudsen for completion of the contract in August 1977 .e0 At
the bid-cost of $16.95 per linear foot, these payments cover excavation

of just under fourteen hundred feet of tunnel. However, inspection of
current maps suggests a tunnel length of just over twelve hundred feet.

The location of the tunnel outlet required the construction of a new

cross-river flume. This matter was first considered in August 1916, at

which time the company discussed "plans for the crossing of the River
with our flumes" and possible alternatives of concrete and steel flumes.91

By June 4, 1917, Last Chance decided in favor of a steel flume structure

seventy-three feet long, with the balance of the flume to be constructed

of wood.e2 The steel-wood flume crossing the Bear River was supported

by a concrete trestle in the form of a massive arch. Thus, after fifteen

years of problems related to the extensive wooden flumes, solution was

partially adequate, if not compiete.

Still other problems, although minor by comparison, confronted the

Last Chance. During 1909 and 1910 additional water filings were made

by the Bench Canal Company and the Tanner Canal Company, two
"secondary corporations" of the Last Chance "system." The Bench Canal

Company, using the "application for permit to appropriate water" tech-
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nique in effect under Idaho law since 1903, 6led for 138.15 c.f.s. and

21 .6 c.f .s. of v/ater on August 9 and December 31, 1909'e3 Similarly'

on July 29, I9IO, the Tanner Canal Company initiated the appropria-

tion process for 54.0o c.f .s.ea

Several aspecrs of rhe Bench and Tanner warer appropriation acrions

are of interest. First, Bench and Tanner company officiais selected differ-

ent points of water diversion than Last Chance. Two points of diversion,

one from rhe east side of the river for the Bench Canal and one from the

wesr side for the Tanner canal, were located slightly over two miles

downstream from the Last chance dam, and they coincidentally benef-

ited from the nearby hydroelectric dam constructed by Utah Power and

Lighf just north of Grace in 1908. The change in points of diversion for

the ,,B" canals avoided both full reliance on the Last chance flume

system and the necessity to construct their own diversion dams. Second,

the new points of diversion required the construction of new, short

ditches-the Bench "B" and Tanner "N" 6a1al5-to connect to the

existing Bench and Tanner canals. Third, the descriptions of the irriga-

tion works and the lands to be irrigated contained in the applications for

permit appeared to duplicate the facilities and capabilities already in

place with the completion of the Last Chance system. For example,

under the 1909 plan, as amended,et the Bench Canal was described as

27% miles of main canal and laterais to,irrigate 7,508 acres. The Tanner

Canal data showed a conduit 12% miles long to irrigate 5,181 acres.e6

construction on the Bench canal facilities was compieted on August

22, I9l4; the Tanner work was finished on September 23, 1911 . Exist-

ing law permitted an additional four years to provide proof of complete

application of the water to beneficial use. The Tanner poftion was certi-

fied as complete on September 24, 1979. The original completion date

for the Bench Canal-October 8, 19 18-was extended one year owing

to "scarcity of fatm labor, occasioned by taking many men into the

military service of the United States."eT

Although documented evidence is lacking, it is interesting to specu-

late about possibie morivations for the additional water filings of 1909

and 1910 by the Bench and the Tanner canal companies. Newpoints of

diversion and segments of new additional canals (the "B" canals) avoided

both the system capacity resrrictions and the tremendous reliability and

maintenance problems associated with the Last chance wooden flumes-
problems not yer solved at that time and fresh in mind from the flume

replacement project of 1909. The Bench Canal, in particular, increased
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The Last Chance System Tunnel Exit,
Arch, and Flume across the Bear River (1977)

system capacity almosr 40 percent.es But possibly even more significant,
the new filings by the Bench and Tanner canal companies would serve to
establish "entirely independent rights"ee and, perhaps, to relieve any

existing doubts about the legal sufficiencies of the Last Chance filings a

decade eadier. Further, the additional filings would, if ail were favorably
adjudicated, supplement the potential water rights of the Last Chance

system to a total of 1,212.78 c.f.s. Tending to confirm an aspect of this
final speculation, on May 10, 1917, the Last Chance Canal Company
took "over the works, water rights and holdings of the Bench B and

Tanner B canals."i00 Payment took the form of forty-five hundred shares

of Last Chance capital stock, allocated between the Bench "B" and

Tanner "B" in proportion to their water filings of 1909 and 1910.

One final event of the early Last Chance years remains prominent in
the folklore of Gem Valley. The farmers building the Last Chance had

prided themselves on their independence; only when it became essential

for completion of the diversion dam was indebtedness incurred. The
company completed payment of the bonded indebtedness in 1914, and

on February 23 a huge community celebration was held to "honor the

43
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pioneers and promoters of the Last Chance Canal Company" and to
celebrate "the payment of their bonded indebredness." The celebrarion,
involving a banquet, speeches, vocal and instrumental music, and danc-
ing, was held in Grace at Columbia Hall, the community social center.
The hall was tastefully decorated for the occasion, complete with a sign
extending over rhe stage reading "FREE FROM BONDAGE"101
doubtlessly a case of "pun intended."

The capabilities and the effects of the Last Chance system can be

clarified by three elements of data-the geographic extent of rhe system,
the canal capacity in cubic feet per second, and the number of acres

irrigated. SThen considered as a whole, by 1,919 the Last Chance system
consisted of "about 90 miles of main canals and I27l miles of
laterals."1o2 Over the first two decades of its operation, the capacity of
the Last Chance main canal fluctuated ftom 4i0 c.f.s. in 1902, to 520
c.f.s. in 1905, and down to 428.5 c.f.s. in 1918. The decrease in
capacity resulted {rom a failure to maintain the grade in the canai.10l
Various figures have been recorded for the increase in the irrigated
acreage by 1918 from the esrimated 3,500 acres in 1903. In 1919 the
Last Chance organizatiort itself stated a beneficial use of appropriated
water for iruigation of "43,831.3 acres of land or such part thereof as rhe
said quantity of water sufficed to irrigate."1o4 Eu.., considering rhe latter
qualification, the 43,831.3-acre figure appears high. A total of 29,000
acres to cover the places of intended use of appropriated waters by the
Last Chance Canal Company-including all seven of the "secondary

corporations' to be more realisticlot and s,as applicable in
1917. A potential discrepancy between places of intended use and acre-

age actually irrigated musr be acknowledged.
The company made periodic improvements to the physical facilities as

necessary. The years I)26 through 1929 were devoted Iargely to im-
provement or replacement of the remaining wooden flumes.to6 A, u

commentary on the scope of such work, a local writer concluded that
during this period all wooden flumes were replaced by steel o.res.tOt

However, nearly twenty years later, in November 1945, the matter of
flumes became a problem again. Last Chance authorized a study to
consider repair or replacement of the flumes (and their substructure)
which provided water passage across the Bear River from the tunnel
outlet. This study showed a need for a new steel flume 140 feet tn
length. Installation was completed in early August 1948 at a cost of over

fifty-nine thousand dollars. 108
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This long, new steel flume across the river was built above the exist-

ing concrete arch and, "although no longer necessary' the arch has never

b"".r, ,.*o.r.d."109 The decision to retain the "old arch" was apparently

because of sentiment or because of a desire to avoid the costs of demoli-

tion; the vote within the canal company board of directors was three to

two to retain the functionally useless struct"re'tto

Over the years, other, less spectacular improvements were also made'

The tunnel required smoothing of a high point at the entrance and

removal of loose rock and other debris that slowed the water flow and

produced moss.tt, Moss growth was a fecufrent problem throughout the

system. Suppressant chemicals were applied to the Last Chance Canal

and to the,rpper ends ofeach ofthe secondary canals,li2 but the results

wefe not recorded.

It has consistently been the obiective of the Last Chance system to

maintain and to utilize effectively the existing physical irrigation facili-

ties. Optimum use of facilities was shown, for example' by the policy

decision for maximum use of the Bench "B" Canal to relieve Pressure on

the Last Chance upper flume.ttl However, certain problems arose over

the years that were major frustrations or that were addressed by elimi-

natingsomeoftheoffendingfacilities.Aspreviouslystated,theBench
..B,, and Tanner ..B,, canals were fed by water diverted from the ..pond',

produced by the hydroelectric dam on the river at Grace' Control ofthe

water level behind the dam aPparently was entirely the prerogative of

UP&L.Ifthewaterleveldropped,adversefluctuationsinthewaterfor
the,,B" canals occurred and the power company was blamed.tla This

problem existed for over twenty-five years' At one meeting of the Last

chance canal company board of directors the question was asked, but

leftunanswered'whetheritwasnottheresponsibilityofthepower
company "to deliver our fuli amount of water'"115

Experience over an extended time suggested the advisability of elimi-

natinl two of the secondary canals from the Last Chance system' The

C.,,t*lCanalpassedoverterrainofrelativelythintopsoilandrecent
volcanic activity. rVater losses were great into lava crevices that could

not be sealed, and in the early 1930s the Central Canal was elimi-

nuted.tt6 Only at the Last Chance Main Canal headgates is there any

visible indication that a now missing canal once existed'

TheTanner"B"Canal,coveringadistanceofaboutonemilefromthe
hydroelectric dam to the iunction of the Tanner "B" with the Tanner

Canal, presented a variety of problems' Reduced water flow owing to
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drops in the river level has aheady been mentioned. Additionally, it was

difficult to keep the canai channel clean and the canal came to be
considered in "bad shape." Further, there were complaints that seepage

from the canal was contaminating nearby culinary water supplies. By
late 1969 it was clear that either the canal receive major repairs or be

closed. After a two-year delay in selecting one of these rwo possibilities,
in November 197 l the landowner through whose properry the Tanner
"8" Canal passed received permission to filI in the canal. The Last

Chance Canal Company was careful, however, to prorecr an oprion for
future restoration of the Tanner "B" by retention of "ditch rights"
through the fields and by insistence one year later that a thirty-six inch
culvert be retained by the state of Idaho where the abandoned canal
passed under Highway 34.117

One problem that occasionaily confronted the Last Chance system
involved a matter over which the irrigators had no control. \7hen the
natural flow of the river was low, water diversion for irrigation fully
according to water appropriations was no longer possible. Under these

circumstances, irrigation could proceed only if additional water was

pumped from Bear Lake into the Bear River. This was done by "renr-

ing" water from UP&L, which controlled the pumping on Bear Lake.
The costs of renting this water were of constant concern. The unit of
measurement for assessing costs nas "per acre foot," and the records

show continuous increases. In 1919, the first year that water was rented,
cost was $1.15 per acre-foot. By 1931 the increase was modest (11

cents), but an inflationary surge upped the cost to #4.36 in 1976. It was

estimated that that would double tn 1977. In other terms, in \920
water renr charges were about $18,000. By 1966 the costs had more
than doubled to nearly $38,000.118

A matter of organizationai importance to the Last Chance Canai Com-
pany occurred io 1949. The company was originaliy incorporated on
February Il , 1899, for a period of frfty years, and fifty yearc had now
passed. Action was then taken toward "perpetuating the corporation."l19

As the years passed, the Last Chance system increased in importance
to Gem Valley. In 1968 the Last Chance Canal was shown to have a

capactty of 620 c.f.s.-a 45 percent increase over the 1918 data. Acres

under irrigation were also up from 29.000 to 33,000 for the same

period, an increase of 13.8 percent."o Flo*errer, a more recent and

perhaps more accurate determination of the number of acres irrigated by
the Last Chance system was 32,000.121
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Summary of Development of Last Chance Irrigation System

Year System Irrigation Actually
Capacity Planning Goals lrrigated
(c. f. s. ) (acres) (aces)

Bear River Vater
Claimed Decreed

(c.f.s.) (c.f.s.)

r896
r897
1901

1902
1903
1905

1909
1910

1917

1918

L919
1920
1968

r977

400
600

40,000

75,000
4>U

520
t63.7 6
t4

l, t00

29,000

6t7 .7 6^

428.1
43,81r.3

6201 3 3,000
32,000

*Includes 440 c.f.s. of Last Chance filings and Bench and Tanner filings of

1909 and 19i0.
fIncludes the "8" canals.

The 1968 report showed 10,120 acres being sprinkle irrigated. It is

not clear whether this number is included in the total "acres under

irrigation," but from the structure of the report, that was probably the

case. In any event, sprinkle irrigation has become a major development

of Last Chance resources. This method of irrigation was first used experi-

mentally to place water on areas not accessible to flood irrigation in Gem

Valley in the mid-1930s' and, upon proving itself, its use increased

from then on. In the decade 1918-68, acteage receiving sprinkle ittiga-
tion in Caribou County increased nearly 700 percent; corresponding

increases would be applicable to the area served by the Last Chance

system, although specific data to support this observation are not avail-

able. The attractiveness of sprinkle irrigation was that its users would be

"using the same amount of water on more acres, more effectively."122
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The history of the Last Chance Canal system is largely told through
events concerning the construction, operation, and maintenance of the
system. However, there is another aspect deserving attenrien-and this
is, in many respects, a "history" of events that did nor happen. Even
though some marrers thar received the attention of the Last chance
board of directors were nor implemented, their presence in the records of
the directors' meetings is clear evidence of consistently aggressive, in-
novative, and dedicated attitudes. There are many examples, a few of
which are cited below.

By late 1920 the value of the infuence and prestige coming from
power developments on the Bear River had been brought dramatically to
the attention of rhe Last chance officials, who decided to investigace
filings for power rights and to change the Last Chance Canal Company
articles of incorporation to permit power-related activities. A power sire
was apparently selected and appropriate filings made. However, jn 1925
the canal company reached a decision to dispose of both the site and the
filings. Last chance's interest to become involved in generating electrical
power apparently laid dormant for over frfty years, at which time the
possibility of a Last Chance hydroelectric company was again raised.123

General water availability or adequacy was always a concern. Concin-
ued availability of water in the canals for culinary purposes during the
"non-irrigation" season was importanc, especially in the early days.
'Jousting" with UP&L over water adequacy was a recurring subject that
took several forms. UP&L had bought stock in the Last Chance Canal
Company, and Last Chance officials asserted that the power company
was using their srock to divert water from irrigation needs to the genera-
tion of power. As another example, in 1929 inclement weather delayed
the opening of the irrigarion system beyond the normal date in early
April. Retroactive recovery of the thus-unused water that had gone into
power company reservoirs was suggested. A similar desire to reclaim
water, but based on a different logic, was expressed in 1956. In this
instance the argument was stared: "If it could be established that the
water leaking from the Last Chance Canal was being returned to the
River which parallels the canal that we request the power Company to
restore the water to the Last Chance Canal Company." Another inrri-
guing possibility concerned water from springs beneath nearby Soda
Springs Reservoir. The Last Chance sysrem had been receiving credit for
4 c.f .s. of water from these springs. To exploit the low water level in the
reservoir in 1979 and to satisfy a suspicion that the credit allowed for
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the spring flow had been inadequate, the canal company proposed close

e*uml.rutio' of the springs to verify "that there might be more than that
, ,,124

tnere.

\TaterrentalwastreateddifferentlyinlgT2.LastChancedefinedan
initial objective of establishing a "user's right" on a pefmanent basis to

the water previously rented ovef the past half century. This was later

modified slightly to recording water use by Last Chance over the years to

discourage any "others who could be looking at this watet"'125

As has been illustrated, Last Chance officials iealously guarded the

company's water rights against all sources of competition' To this end a

company poiicy was formally stated of "protesting and contestifig arry

*u.., uppii.ation which could conceivably affect the natural flow of Bear

River, and thus the company's water right.'' Application of this policy

ultimatelyresultedinastrangealliance,thatofLastChanceandUP&L'
in opposing all attempts ,o.,rlry adiudicated water rights or priorities'126

The canai .o^pu.ty board of directors in the mid-1970s was oriented

toward investigative examination of two rather visionary and large-scale

modifications to their irrigation system' One of these possible proiects

involved converting the entire canal system to a "gtavity flow pipe

system.', A rough estimate of forty million dollars for such a venture put

an end to this consideration.t'7 The other possible project was directed

towardacquiringadamsiteatSodaSpringstostofewaterforfuture
irrigation.rr..t'd A feasibility study in June 198 1 by the Idaho Water

Resource Board "considers constructing a dam on the Bear River near

the City of Soda Springs, Idaho ' and examines consumptive use of

water for supplemental'irrigation and thermal power plant cooling."12e

Needs for water had again made "strange bed-fellows." Last Chance was

interested in this dam and reservoir to provide a supplemental source of

water for irrigation; the power company was interested in the same

facilities to provide water for cooling a proposed 2'000 megawttt coal-

fired electrical plant, perhaps to be established in the vicinity.13o This

possible project remains dormant'

Thus ends discussion of almost a century of the history of the Last

chance sysrem, except for several specialized aspects covered in chapters

eightandninethatstemdirectlyfromhydroelectricdevelopments.The
stories of the Last Chance as an irrigation system, highlighting the

hardships, the drama, and the essential nature and magnitude of the

p.oj.ct, make up much of the legend and folklore of Gem Valley' "It

.u,'b.saidofthemenwhoorganizedthiscompanyandcarriedonthe
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Memorial Plaque, Last Chance Canal Company,
at the City Park, Grace, Idaho

work necessary to complete the same, that they were real pioneers in
every sense of the word. They were willing to make the sacrifice neces-

sary without a murmur of discouragement always for going ahead and

helping one another in common endeavor."1i1 Historical recognition of
the "tremendous task accomplished through the ingenuity and per-

severence lsic) of the brave men and women who pioneered this valley"
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was accorded by a plaque and monument erected in 1955 by the

Daughters of Utah Pioneers in the city park at Grace' Idaho'

It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of irrigation to Gem

Valley.Theeffectsoftl'"t"Lu'tChanceonthelivesofthepeopleindeed
have been dramatic.



CHAPTER SIX

Reservoir and
Power Developments

In the American \West in the late nineteenth century there was an

acute need for a cheap and flexible form of power in the mining and

smelting industries. In the earliest developments toward mechanization
of these industries, steam power had been used, with the steam pro-
duced from wood fuel. This continued until the hillsides were denuded

of trees. Later, expensive coal was hauled to the mining or smelting
sites, usually by burros.l A replacement means of power was sorely
needed in these industries.

Advances in hydroelectric power generarion showed promise. Essential
elements for production of hydroelectric power included a stream with
adequate water fow and fall, a dam, and a reservoir above the dam in
which to impound water to insure a constant flow during the natural
decline of water volume during the late summer season. Electric power
was produced by applying the force of the stream to a water wheel con-
nected to an electric generator. All the early hydroelectric plants followed
this concept.2 In addition to the essential elements, canyon formation on
at least a poffion of the course of the stream was desirable for economy in
dam construction along with a location in which to srore the reservoir
water without flooding extensive areas suitable for agriculture.

The Bear River watershed provides almost optimum conditions for
hydroelectric development. The drainage arca is large. The river is al-
most five hundred miles in length, with numerous narrow canyons and a
fall of over fourteen hundred feet over the canyon sections of the river.
And finally, Bear Lake, near the upper reaches of the river, provides a

natural reservoir.
Competition for these valued resources would be great between those

zealots in the Reclamation Service who saw irrigation as the prime
consideration and private interests that favored hydroelectric develop-
ment. Control of Bear Lake appeared to be the key to effective use of the
entire watershed area.
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Federai government involvement in Bear Lake came first' In 1888' as

an extension to his 1879 survey of pubiic lands' ariditY' and reservoir

sites, John \Tesley Powell, director of the U'S' Geological Survey' was

successfulinobtaininglegislationthatauthorizedtheGeologicalSurvey
"to identify and segregatJ tht rno't promising reservoir sites in the arid

region." Bear Lake was one of the sites surveyed' and on JuIy 29' T889'

under the authority of this legislation' "the public lands surrounding

Bear Lake were segregated for use as a reservoir' This segregatlon was

confirmed by Secretarlal Order on August l8' 1894'"1 Further federal

activity .o.tierning Bear Lake occurred in 1902 when the Reclamation

Servicewasestablishedandreservoiradministrationfunctionswere
transferred to that organizat'ioo' One of the first actions taken by this

new organization was to direct a survey in T9O2' conducted by W' G'

Swendsen, a U.S. Reclamation Service surveyor' contemPlatilg.the use

of Bear Lake as a water storage areafor purposes of irrigation'* In 1903

"a temporary reclamation withdrawal was entered on the lands surround-

ing Bear Lake."t
Lucien L. Nunn was primarily responsible for hydroelectric develop-

ments on the Bear Lake-Bear River complex' He came to the Great

Basin area with impressive credentials. He had built, during the winter

of 1890, the Ames power plant at the confluence of Howard's Fork and

Lake Fork on the San Miguel River' near Telluride' in southwestern

Colorado. This plant, using the conventional water wheel and generator'

provided alternating'.,'t"ti' at 3,000 volts' The electricity was passed

over 2.6 miles of transmission lines to a 100 horsepower motor at the

end of the line. This was "the first commercial high voltage' A C power

transmission prant in the world."6 This power plant, uitimately reaching

a capactty of l'740 horsepower, was acquired by the San Miguel Con-

soliiated Gold Mining Co-p"ny in 1892' Nunn' seeking larger water

power sites und ia,gti Inurktt', expanded his interest into Utah' where

in the mid-1890s he acquired power sites on the Provo and Logan

rivers.T To combine his power interests in Colorado and Utah' Nunn

incorporated the Teiluride Power Company on February 19' 1900' At

thisstagethepowerplantsweresmall,isolatedfacilitiesservinglocal
mine, mill, o, do-.,tlt requirements for electricity'8

Two developments related to hydroelectric power occurred about this

same time that would have direct implications for developments on the

BearRiver.Inl8g5newtransmissionmethodsforelectricalenergywere
devised when it was discovered that if the voltage were increased from
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the customary 3,000 volts to 10,000 volts, the cosr of transmission was

reduced by over 90 percent.e The other development was a newplant at
Ilium, Colorado, six miles below the Ames plant on the same srream.
This plant, with a capacity of 1,610 horsepower, was completed in
January 1902. k used waters from the tailrace of the Ames plant with a

head of 501 feet.lo
Nunn's interest in Bear Lake and Bear River came at the turn of the

century. His own words clearly outline his plans for development of
these two naturai features.

I had become impressed with the urgent need for reliable and con-

tinuous water supply for the development of power in the territory
served by the Telluride Power Company, and was continually investigat-
ing the water sources of Utah and Idaho. In this way, [I] became famil-
iar with the power possibilities of Bear Lake in connection with the fali
near Grace, and at other piaces on the Bear River. I noticed, however,
that, during the late irrigation season, Bear River was substantially dry
at or near Grace. I was also impressed with the great benefit to irriga-
tion in the Bear River Vailey which would follow the development of
Bear Lake storage. . . . [My interest was to appropriate] all of the unap-
propriated waters of Bear River, to be stored in Bear Lake, and released

for power, irrigation, and other beneficial purposes. . [The stored

waters would be releasedl during the period of low water flow. . It
was not possible, with the knowledge then at hand, to state definitely
where ail of the power would be developed or irrigation supplied; but
Grace had been determined upon as a power site. . [In addition to
the power plant, the work visualized inciuded] a reservoir
project . nameiy, a large inlet canaI, of capacity sufficient to im-
pound all flood waters of Bear River, with releasing works to discharge

these waters as they would be required for power and irrigation pur-
poses. . . The project was a iarge and comprehensive plan to take care

of the constantly increasing demands for power and irrigation in the
large mining district and the valleys above Salt Lake.11

P. N. Nunn, chief engineer of Telluride Power and brother of Lucien,
was more conservative. In speaking of the possibilities in 1902 of aBeat
Lake reservoir development, he stated: "It was known that something of
a development was feasible, but the extent of that development was

problematical. "12

To resolve any doubts, one of the first requirements was to obtain
additional information for the officials of Telluride Power about the Bear

Lake and Bear River areas. J. C. Wheelon, perhaps sponsored indepen-
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dently, visited these areas in l90I-'02 to investigate the feasibility of a

prolectcontemplatingthestorageofwaterinBearLakeandthediver-
,lo.r of some of that water into Bear River for the purposes of both power

and irrigation.li Furthering the quest for decision' Telluride Power

conducted another survey oiB.u' Lake early in I9O2'ra

Because accomplishment of Nunn's plans was largely dependent on

the acquisition of Bear Lake for use as a reservoir, problems relating to

thutrllbl..twerethefirstaddressed'Inciudedweresuchmattersas
appropriation of water, acquisition of privately owned ptoperty needed

f", tft. reservoir project, acquisition of right-of-way for establishment of

a reservoir in instances of public domain, construction of a levee across

the north shore of the lake to hold impounded waters, and excavation of

bothaninletconduitfromBearRivertothelakeandanoutletconduit
for discharge of stored waters back to the river'

Notices of uppropriution of water, applicable to the reservoir concePt'

were posted on Murch 24 fot 2,000 c'f's' and on Aprr| 12' 1902' {or

3,000 c.f.s. of Bear River *ute''t5 Appropriated was "the flood' waste'

surplus,andunappropriatedwaterofBearRivertobedivertedfromsaid
river during the season of flood water and at all other times when

diversion of said water will not interfere with prior appropriations or

vested rights."
The appropriators under both notices were Lucien L' Nunn (general

-u.,ug.rj,-\Tilliam Story (counsel), Albert L' woodhouse' William B'

Searle (engineer), and Eldon P' Bacon, all officials of Telluride Power'

FullcompliancewiththelawsoftheUnitedStatesandofthestatesof
Idaho and Utah was asserted. As required by law, the notices of appro-

priation were posted at the point of diversion from Bear River' Although

th.poi,,tofdiversionwasinldaho,identicalnoticeswereplacedatthe
post offices in both Laketown and Garden City' Utah' these "offices

teing the nearest within the State of Utah to said point of diversion"'

Thelwo notices of March 24 and April 12 were notarized on Aprii 11

and 22, resPectively.

The purfoses of these two appropriations were extremely broad' In-

cluded were

preserving, saving and storing the ' ' [appropriated water] in Bear

Lake and thereafter reclaiming and withdrawing said stored water from

said lake during the season of low water and utilizing the same down

and along the valieys of the Bear River from the outlet of said lake to
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the mouth of said river by supplying for such reasonable compensation
as may be agreed upon at the various places in Bear Lake, Bannock and

Oneida Counties in the State of Idaho and in Cache and Box Eider
Counties in the State of Utah . . such additional water as may be

needed during said season of low water for power, irrigation, and all
beneficial uses.

The means of diversion planned were described as "dams, head-gates,

canals, flumes and such other works as may be found necessary or
expedient in developing and completing this appropriation." The inlet
canal, to convey water from the point of diversion to the lake for
storage, was to be the principal construction facility and was to follow
"the contour of the land so as to maintain a proper water grade, a

distance of ten miles to the northerly end of BearLake." The inlet canal

was planned to have a width of 150 feet and a depth of six feet. The

outlet means for water stored in the lake was initially shown to proceed
"northerly along the natural watercourse flowing from Bear Lake into
Bear River, a distance of Sixteen miies." Results expected from develop-
ment of the Bear Lake Reservoir included a storage capacity for more

than an additional eighteen biilion cubic feet of water, enough to irri-
gate or partially irrigate about -775,000 acres.

The points of diversion were different for the two water appropria-

tions. This occurred because of a determination that "it would be neces-

sary to divert the water ffom the river at a lower level in order to obviace

the excess fall between the river and the lake."16

The notices of appropriation of water offered several features of special

significance to all contemporary or future users of Bear River water.
First, the officials of the power company were intent on acquisition of
water rights that would permit the supplying of waters for a "reasonable

compensation" to potential users over the entire course of the Bear River
from Bear Lake to Great Salt Lake. The availability of "rental waters"
was not mereiy incident to power developments. Second, the large quan-
tity of water appropriated, totaling 5,000 c.f.s., was virtually preemp-

tive of most of the remaining unappropriared waters of the Bear River.

Third, there is a question about the need for two notices of appropria-

tion, separated in time by only nineteen days. \fas the second notice
intended as an additional appropriation, or did it duplicate and enlarge

shs fi151-1s correct deficiencies perceived in the initial appropriation
action? NTilliam Story, attorney for Telluride Power, appeared to sup-
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port, at least partially, the version of the second notice as being to

.n,,...deficienciesinthefirst.Herecalledthatthesecondnoticewas
prepared, following some additional surveys by the power company

.rrgrn".r, "for the purpose of fixing the point with greater definiteness'

or"fo, th. purpose of correcting the description' perhaps' of the point

of diversion.,,i Ho*.v.r, a second 
.,Correction," one of much more

significance, was made relating to description of the outlet conduit'

on March 24 this conduit was described as proceeding "northerly

along the natural watercourse fowing from Bear Lake into Bear River'

a distance of Sixteen miles." Aftet a lapse of only nineteen days' in the

notice of April 12 the description of the outlet conduit inciuded the

modification "as fat as practicable" with respect to following the nat-

ural watercourse. The position of the power company' strongly asserted

fifteen or so years later, denied the existence of a natural watercourse

from Bear Lake back to Bear River through which any significant

quantity of water could regulariy flow' P' N' Nunn concluded' based

on readings from gauges installed by the power comPany' that "indica-

tions were that outside of the spring-freshet period there was no mate-

rial discharge lfrom Bear Lake] at afty time"'18 \Thether there was

actually u i^turul outlet from Bear Lake would later have important

legal implications.
otheractionsoccurredcoincidentwiththepostingofthenoticeof

appropriation of 5,000 c'f's' of Bear River water' The power company

b;;; to acquire the land for construction of the inlet conduit' a canal

that came to be known as the Dingle carLal. In April and May 1902

virtually all the land needed for the canal right-of-way was purchased by

Teliuride Power from the various local owners' A strip two hundred to

three hundred feet or more wide and from four to five miles in iength

wasthusobtained.Excavationcommencedimmediatelyandworkon
this canal and the other features associated with the reservoir continued

steadily for the next ten Ytu's't9
Although purchase of land from local owners was accomplished with

little difficuity or delay, legal acquisition from the federal government of

the right-of-way for public domain and reservoir rights occupied Tellu-

ride Power officials for five years' Between 1889 atd 1902 (confirmed in

1903), the public lands surrounding Bear Lake were set aside on the

basis of a "temporary reclamation withdrawal" by elements of the

United States Department of Interior' This precluded application of the
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Right-of-\7ay Act of March 3, 1.897, pertaining to rights-of-way for
reservoirs.

Nunn and his associates 6enlinugd-at considerable risk to their in-
vestments-their private development of Bear Lake in opposition to
reclamation interest of the federal government. Based on their survey of
Bear Lake in early 1902, maps and the right-of-way appiication for inlet
and outlet for the reservoir were filed with the U.S. Land Offices at both
Biackfoot, Idaho, and Salt Lake City. Because of the reclamation with-
drawal, no action could be taken on the application. The power com-
pany, however, did not cease their effort, "but continued to present ali
the facts, as far as we could obtain them."2o In this connection, L. L.

Nunn wrote to Secretary of Interior Garfield in early 1907 stating the
possibility of the development of sixty thousaod elecrical horsepower

and irrigation of forty thousand acres through Nunn's project.2l
Eventually, it became clear that the "Bureau of Reclamation [had]

decided, fi,naI|y, ro pur their initial efforts into other areas."22 Telluride
Power was able to arrange a hearing on April 1, 1907,23 on their
application for right-of-way and a reservoir at Bear Lake. Among those

present were Secretary of Interior Garfield, Director \Walcott of the
Geological Survey, Director Newell of the Reclamation Service, Lucien

Nunn, and Mr. Steigmeyer and Mr. Story, attorneys for Tellunde
Power. After a discussion stressing beneficial uses of the water both for
power and irrigation, Secretary Gar6eld, without setting aside the ear-

lier order withdrawing the Bear Lake Reservoir site from the public
domain, nonetheless approved "the application made by Mr. Nunn for a

right of way over Bear Lake north of Mud Lakes. "2a Conditions affecting

or limiting the approval were not clear. Story recalled "quite a long
discussion" of "places at which benefciai uses of the water could be

made . both for power and for trngation."2' The Idaho Water Re-

source Board spoke of "the understanding that the right-of-way would
be used'for the development of power, as subsidiary to the main purpose

of irrigation and drdinag..'"'6 The right-of-way maps, prepared by
Lucien Nunn and endorsed with Secretary Garfield's approvai, were then

filed by the power company at both the Blackfoot and Salt Lake City
land offices.27

Even before the right-of-way problem concerning the federal lands

surrounding Bear Lake had been resolved, Telluride Power commenced

its first power development on the Bear River. During 1906 and 7907
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pfeparations were under way ^t Grace, Idaho, just south of the Last

Chance Dam. The development plans included a dam to take advantage

of a narrow canyon and a natarai falls location a short distance north of

Grace. The power plant, with its turbines and generators, was con-

srrucred in Biack canyon, five miles downstream from the dam. How-

ever, the warer ffom the dam was carried overland four miles by pen-

stock, in a straight line and with a fall of over five hundred feet, to the

plant. The powef generated was to be rransmitted at high voltage from

transformers at the Grace plant' via Logan and Salt Lake City, to the

mining districts of Bingham and Eureka. The preparations to implement

these plans included road construction from the village to both the dam

and the plant locations, as well as acquiring and storing supplies and

equipment, including seven million pounds of steel pipe'

The dam was consrructed of rock-filled timber cribs, the same tech-

nique used (though on a much smaller scale) by Last chance a few years

earlier. 'When completed, the dam was 40 feet high, 185 feet wide at

the bottom, and340 feet wide along the cfest. The upper fourth of the

pensrock was of wooden stave consrruction, 8% feet in diameter, the

remaining portion being made of riveted steel plates' At the plant

Utah Power and Light ComPanY Dam

at Gnce, Idaho (1982)
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location at the terminus of the penstock were two 8,500 horsepower
Allis-Chalmers turbines and two \Testinghouse 2,300 volt, 5,500 kilo-
watt generators. Six transformers increased the voltage to 44,000 for
economy in transmission.2s

Appropriations of water for power purposes were entirely separate

from the filings made in I9O2 in connection with the Bear Lake Reser-

voir. On December 28, 1905, Lucien Nunn made application for a

permit to use certain water of the Bear River for power purposes at the
Grace installation. Dating from July 6, 1908, presumably the date that
the Grace plant was placed into service, a "perpetual right" for the use

of 500 c.f.s. was granted by the state ofldaho.2e
The Grace plant, completed in 1908 at a cost of $7,1J6,949,3o

became the largest power-generating activity of the Telluride Power

system. Advances in technology since construction of the Ames and

Ilium plants in Colorado less than twenty years before were dramatic.
The work at Bear Lake Reservoir continued in the meantime.3l Until

Late 1909 men and teams of horses performed the excavation work on the
Dingle inlet channel, and by that date the Dingle Canal portion of the
project was nearly completed from the intake on the Bear River to the
junction of the canal with Mud Lake. In November 1909 a new excava-

tion method-a large dipper-dredge-was in place and ready for opera-

tion. During I9I0, 4,500 iinear feet of additional excavation was done

with the dredge on the Dingle Canal, 13,832 feet on the outlet canal,

and 7 ,50O feet of levee along the north shore of Mud Lake. On May 3,
1911, installation of the headgates between the river and the Dingle
Canal was begun and water was diverted into the canal for the 6rst time
three weeks later. The maximum quanticy was measured as 402 second

feet, the average flow being about 210 second feet. Diversion was

stopped onJuly 13,I9I1, by which time about 21 ,000 acre-feet of Bear
River water had been stored in Mud and Bear lakes. The outlet channel

was also used in 1911. On JuIy 22 a temporary gate strucrure in the
levee or dike across Mud Lake was opened and remained open until
mid-October. "The total discharge . was about 41,000 acre-feet,

resulting in a mean discharge of 210 second feet." The lake elevation
decreased from ),923.4 feet to ),92I feet as a result of this discharge.

The power company commenced further discharge on December 5 to
compensate for a decline in river flow and the resulting shortage of water
at the Grace plant.

Further improvements were made after lp11, including construction
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on the Bear River of a diverting dam made of rock in eatly \912' The

Rainbow Canal was consuucted in 1914, having a capacity more than

4,000 c.f.s. It supplemented the Dingle Canal' which, although de-

signed for a capacity of 2,000 c.f.s., was limited to 1,000 c.f.s. because

of the steepness of the grude.3' A river flow in excess of 4,000 c.f.s' was

rare; thus, virtuaily the entire river was regularly diverted into Mud

Lake]1 By 1920 the use of the Dingle CanaI was limited to "seasons of

flood water. "3a

The reservoir faciiities, when installations were completed about

1g17, included two inlet channels, the Dingle Canal and the Rainbow

canal, ro convey water from Bear River to Mud Lake. Diversion into

Rainbow Canal was facilitated by the Stewart Dam, built in 19i6' A
dike existed between Mud Lake and Bear Lake. Bear Lake was filled by

passing water through the sluiceway of Lifton Pumping Plant (which

was completed in 19 17) or through nearby headgates. \rater was then

released from Bear Lake back into Mud Lake by gravity through a

siuiceway for water levels of elevations 5,923.51 feet or slightly higher

to 5,920.65 feet or by pumping from the Lifton Pumping Plant for

water levels of elevations t ,920 .6, feet to 5 ,902 '00 feet ' 'Water released

or pumped from Bear Lake flowed into Mud Lake where it was con-

trolled by headgates at the Paris Dike and thence into the Bear Lake

Outlet Canal. The released water again reached the Bear River channel

about five miles below Stewart Dam, the point at which primary diver-

sion occurred.3t
The year 19 12 brought several changes affecting the power company'

A new organization, the Utah Power and Light Company (UP&L), was

established, still under the direction of Lucien L. Nunn'i6 On May 8

that organization replaced Telluride Power as the operator of the Bear

Lake Reservoir.37 Incorporation of the new organization occurred on

September 6,38 and actions were quickly initiated to acquire the rights,

resources, and properties of Teiluride Power in Idaho and Utah'

Another significant event for l9I2 was that UP&L applied for a third

appropriation of warer for storage in the Bear Lake Reservoir. on sep-

tember 12, 3,000 c.f.s. was appropriated by application of the permit

method. Sources of these appropriated waters were diversion from Bear

River (2,500 c.f.s.) and the natural drainage into Bear Lake and Mud

Lake (500 c.f.s.).3e

The relationship between the newly incorporated UP&L and the

Utah-Idaho Sugar Company (U&I) received close and early attention.
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From the initiation of Nunn's plans for development of the Bear Lake-
Bear River complex, Nunn considered the sugar company to be "a lival
claimant of the Bear Lake Reservoir project."ao Activities of U&I in-
cluded some work in 1902 on an outlet channel from Bear Lake to Bear

River.al Other activities of the sugar company on the Bear River also

brought a further element of competition between the two corporations.

The sugar company had, before late 1912, built its own dam in the Bear

River canyon near \7heelon, Utah. This dam provided diversion of Bear

River water for irrigation purposes and also permitted an associated

hydroelectric development. This latter development consisted of the

power generation plant, almost forty-five miles of transmission lines

from the S7heelon location to a terminal station near Ogden, Utah, and

twenty miles of local lines to various communities in Cache, Box Elder,

and \7eber counties in rJtah.a2

One of Nunn's actions oriented toward consolidation of the Bear

Lake-Bear River development under his control was to attempt the

elimination of UgI from involvement in both reservoir and power activi-
ties. How the sugar company was eliminated from the role of "rival
claimant" on the Bear Lake Reservoir development is not clear. How-
ever, Nunn's plans for termination of U&I involvement on the Bear

River were to be based on the expectation "to supply irrigation water to

the sugar company tract in Box Alder {rlcl County, rJtah."at UP&L and

U&I completed a contract to achieve these objectives on December 30,

1912. Under the terms of this contract the power company agreed to

provide each year , commencing in 19 13 , 900 c. f. s. of water to the sugar

company during the period May l to October 3I, and 150 c.f.s. of
water from November 1 to April J0. These quantities equated to a total
of 328,468 acre-feet and 53,926 acre-feet for the periods May 1 to
October 11, and November 1 to April 30, respectively.a* The water was

to be delivered at the canal headgates belonging to the sugar company.

Maintenance, operation, and repair of the dam, diversion works, and

outlets to the sugar company headgates were responsibilities of the

power company. The sugar company was authorized to generate power

for pumping, if incidentally generated in the fall of the canals. The

power company was also responsible to provide electricity for sugar

factories and other major sugar company requiremencs "at as low a price

as the same shall be sold and delivered to any other customers for similar
service in the Stare of Utah. "at

The sugar company surrendered considerable apparent real value in

b5
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exchange for the guaranteed avatlablhty of water for irrigation and the
other considerations. These included (1) the Wheelon main dam; (2) the
hydroelectric plant, to include a new generator not yet installed, and all
associated lines and facilities; (, 640 acres of land associated with the
dam, diversion works, and canals; (4) rights and easements to flood
certain iands upstream from the dam; (5) "all its right, title, interest
and estate . in and to the waters and the use of warers of the Bear
River,"a6 except that, which under the conract, the power company was

responsible to supply; and (6) a payment annually of $4,000 roward the
maintenance of the diversion works.

The element of competition between the power company and the
sugar company was ended by Section X of the contracr.

All controversies between the parties hereto . respecting the right
to the use of the waters of the Bear Lake and Bear River, are hereby
settled, and any and all claims of either against the other up to this
date, arc hereby reieased.aT

Thus was completed what the Idaho NTater Resource Board described,
in connection with the concept of an irrigation reserve to be maintained
in Bear Lake, as the only instance of "a fitm, continuing concracr
for use of Bear Lake water."at Th. authoriry for UP&L to make such a

commitment rested on an unchallenged assumption of their "exclusive

rights to Bear Lake." The results of this contract were important. First,
total control over hydroelectric developments on the Bear River was

conferred on UP&L. Second, that company was taken "by the back
door" into the business of providing electricity to the communities in
the vicinity of the generating plants when the power company acquired
the S7heelon plant and the associated local lines serving the communi-
ties of Cache Junction, Fielding, Riverside, Garland, and Tremonton.
Even at Grace, Idaho, when their plant was completed in 1908, UP&L
did not market electricity to consumers in that village and vicinity. A
distribution system for Grace was constructed in 1909 by three local
residents who bought power wholesale from the power company, re-
duced the voltage with transformers, and sold it to iocal consumers. Not
until 1929 was this iocai distribution method for sale of electricity
purchased by UP*L.ae

UP&L had a broad vision for development of the Bear Lake-Bear
River complex. The vital importance of the Bear Lake Reservoir to their
plans continued to be well recognized. However, major conceptual
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changes were made in the area of hydroelectric developments. Under this

new concept, all hydroelectric plants, Present and future, on the Bear

River were to be interconnected by new, long transmission lines and

specially constructed terminal stations and load centers.5o UP&L visual-

ized. an integrared system rathef rhan the method of isolated, indepen-

dently functioning piants previously followed.

It is appropriate to consider briefly the growth of the UP&L "system"

during the twenty years following completion of the first hydroelectric

plant on the Bear River at Grace, Idaho. Ta6le 2 summarizes the devel-

opments.tl (See also map on page 7.)

The power company made improvements in the system from time to

time that promoted greater efficiency or increased generating capacity.

For example , in I9l3 and l9l4 major improvements were made at the

Grace plant.tt An additional eleven-foot diameter penstock.was built

from wooden staves. New turbines and generators increased the plant

capacity to 33,000 kilowatts. New transmission lines' mounted on steel

rowers, covered the 135 miles from the Grace plant to a terminai just

wesr of Salt Lake city, which was established to accept power from all

the Bear River generating stations. A further modification at the Grace

plant in 1923 iocreased its capacity an additional 11,000 kilowatts. The

oneida plant-started before the passing of Telluride Power in I9I2-
was also modified. Both in 1916 and 1920 a generating capabiiity of

10,000 kilowatts was added.

The cove plant was an interesting development, reminiscent of the

Ilium, colorado plant in 1902. In both cases water was taken from the

tailraces of existing plants to operare new generating facilities. From the

Grace plant, water "leaving the tailrace . tumbled down a river bed

which dropped almost a hundred feet in the next mile and abalf' ' ' '

By taking the water directly from the tailrace, and running it parallei to

the river in a huge wooden flume, anorher 7,500 kw could begenerated

before returning the water to the river."t3

The Cutler plant, which came into service in 1927, was buiit to
replace the $?'heelon plant, acquircd in 1912 from U&I'

There were, of course, appropriate and timely filings for Bear River

water to operate the several hydroelectric plants. As finally decreed'

waters of the Bear River appropriated for power purposes included an

additional 500 c.f.s. for the Grace plant, thus giving a total power right

for that location of 1,000 c.f.s. other Bear River power rights, resulting

from appropriations before 1920, were distributed as follows: oneida,

2,500 c.f.s.; Cove, 1,100 c.f.s.;and'il7heelon, 1,040 c'f's'ta The use of
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TABLE T\7O

UP&L Power Facilities

Year

1908

1910

L9t2
19L5

19T7

1924

1927

Plant

Grace

Paris Creek

Riverdale
Oneida
Cove

Soda (Alexander)

Cutler (\il7heelon)

Initial
Capacity (kw)

1 1,000
610

J,7 50
10,000
7,100

14,000

30,000

Modified
Capacity (kw)

44,000
6t0

J,7 t0
30,000
7,100

t4,000
30,000

waters for power generation was less significant ro river flow than use for
irrigation, since the water was returned to the river channel after leaving
the power plant turbines.

The compietion of hydroelectric developments on the Bear River also

had the effect of creating a system of reservoirs, reservoirs that, in some

cases, served uses other than those associated solely with the generation
of power. Supplementary flood control and diversion of water from the
river for irrigation were examples of such uses. Reservoir capacities were
impressive. Bear Lake Reservoir was considered to have a capacity of
1,450,000 acre-feet; Oneida, 11,t00 acre-feet; Soda, 11,800 acre-feet;
and Cutler, 12,700 acre-feet.t5 In addition, the Grace dam created a

small but useful reservoir.
The power developments on the Bear River and Bear Lake were major

accomplishments, applying a still largely experimental technology to a

major Great Basin hydrological complex. In a nineteen-year period
(1908 to 1927)UP&L and its predecessor organization, Telluride Power,
built, and in some cases modified, seven hydroelectric plants possessing

a total generating capacity of almost 130,000 kilowatts. The roles of
both Lucien L. Nunn and his first Bear River plant at Grace, Idaho,
were important to the further economic development of the area; both
the man and his work deserve the attention of history. But, the principal
achievement was the establishment of an integrated system, involving
both the generation of electric power and its efficient distribution over
considerable distances to high-demand market areas.



CHAPTER SEVEN

The Bear River
Water Case

The Case Defrned

For three years (mid-1917 to mid-1920), a courr case thar came to be

known as the Bear River \Water Case was in process in the District Court
of the United States for the District of Idaho, Eastern Division. The case

was designated Equity No. 203, Utah Power and Light Company, a

corporation, plaintiff, versus the Last Chance Canal Company, Limited,
et aI.

There were a total of S3l defendants in rhe action, including the Last
Chance Canal Company and its seven subsidiary canal companies. Of the
remaining defendants, about 12 percent were other corporarions, compa-
nies, partnerships, financial institutions, and churches. Nearly half of
these organizations were associated with the common use of Bear River
system water for irrigation. Almost 87 percent of the defendants were
individuais, many with minor claims to warer.

The Last Chance Canal Company and its subsidiaries were identified
by UP&L as the "principal adversaries in this litigation" by virtue of the
"geographical position, above all power plants, and irrigation diversions
in which the plaintiff has any inrerest, and of the fact thar it is, next ro
the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company, the largest system upon the river."1
Accepting this logic, all further discussion emphasizes the relationship
of the power company as plaintiff to the Last Chance Canal Company
and its subsidiaries as defendants. This is done to avoid unnecessary

repetition and to further the purpose of this wriring as a case study of
irrigation versus power and commercial interesrs on the Bear River.

The motivations causing the power company to file suit have been

suggested by internal power company developments and by existing law.
Major expansion of the hydroelectric operations on the Bear River, com-
mencing it 7912 with the organization of UP&L and the signing of the
broad contract with U&I, brought a need for a clear definition of water
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right, both on the river and at Beat Lake. A clear bestowal of these

rights could come only from adiudication, as prescribed by Idaho water
t2law.

From the judicial processes of adjudication would come the judge's

decree defining the priorities and extents ofthe adjudicated water rights.

The elements of the contending claims considered by the courr included

priority of appropriation, extent of the right in quantity, and the extent

of the right in time (see chapter three). Filing dates and specific lan-

guage of the several apppropriations were important factors in determin-

ing priority. Factors influencing the evaluation of the extent of the right

in quantity included the capacities of the diversion works as actually

constructed and economy and reasonableness of use of y741s1-1Lrs 5s-

called "duty of water" concept. The extent of the right in time was

defined by statute in the instance of beneficial use for irrigation as a

seasonable applicability beginning and ending on specific dates.

Last Chance officials were notified in June 1917 of the filing by

uP&L of the suit "to have the waters of the Bear River decreed accord-

ing to their rights."3 The canal company decided at that time to seek

the expert assistance of an attorney and a "chief engineer." \7. G'

Swendsen, who had conducted a survey of Bear Lake in 1902 as an

employee of the U.S. Reclamation Service and who iater by June l9l9
held office as commissioner of reclamation for the state of Idaho,4 was

hired for the chief engineer position. His principal tasks were to measure

the water and plat the iand served by the Last Chance system. J' H'
Peterson, of the Pocatello firm of Peterson and Coffin, became the

attorney.s This assistance was expensive. Swendsen received $8,036 and

Peterson received #I5,450 for services during the case.6

The JudgeT

on the bench for this case was Judge Frank s. Dietrich-a vital force

as the individual who would interpret and apply the law. Dietrich was

born in 1863 and was raised on a farm in Kansas. He compieted one

year at ottawa University in his narive stare before transferring to

Brown University in Rhode Island. At Brown he earned A.B' and M'A'
degrees (in 1887 and 1890, respectively), interrupting his studies there

to teach history, political economy, and Latin at ottawa university. He

also began to study law. By 1891 he had moved to Idaho where he
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continued "reading iaw." In January 1892, Dietrich, at the age of
twenty-nine, was admitted to the Idaho bar.

ln l90l he was appointed as Judge, District Court of the United
States for the District of ldaho. Thus, when the Bear River \il(ater Case

was filed before his court, he was a mature jurist who had been in the

legal profession for twenty-five years and had been a judge for ten of
those years. Judge Dietrich was highly respected in ldaho. Integrity, a

sense of fairness, and a veneration for the law characterized his actions.

Recognition of his judicial quality continued throughout his life. He is

reported to have declined appointment as President Harding's attorney
general so that he could remain on the bench. In 1926 he was appointed

as Judge, United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
Until his death in 1930 he aspired to appointment to the United States

Supreme Court.

Legal Skirmishing

The initial hearing on the motion, scheduied by the court forJuiy i0,
1917, was delayed at the request of the defendants' attorney,8 and a

variety of other delays contributed toward a lengthy court action. The

chief engineer for Last Chance requested delay in submitting proof "as to

their original appropriation, diversion, and application of water. "

Among his reasons was the nonavailability of skilled engineers owing to

$/orld \Var I.e Further delay in the proceedings was occasioned in late

1918 because ofJudge Dietrich's illness with typhoid fever.t0

On June 29, 1918, UP&L requested the appointment of a commis-
sioner or special master "to protect the plaintiff in the use and enjoy-
ment of the water discharged from its Bear Lake Reservoir in excess of
the quantity being diverted into said reservoir from Bear River." Judge
Dietrich met this request on July 12.11 Continuation of the commis-
sioner position was especially important in I9I9, a yeu when UP&L
anticipated that much water would have to be pumped from Bear Lake

Reservoir because the flow of the Bear River was well below normal. i2

The Arguments: Last Chance Canal Company

After preliminaries that lasted two years, the case, Equity 203, Utah

Power and Light Company a. The Last Chance Canal Company, et al., was
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scheduled to be heard in District Court of the United States, District of

Idaho, Eastern Division, at Pocatello on June 23, 1919.1r The position

of Last chance, as a principal defendant, can be reconstructed with some

confidence from a summary of historical circumstances and from particu-

lars advanced for emphasis in certain of the legal documentation.

The first requirement for Last chance, to establish its legai position,

was ro identify positively its appropriations of the public waters of the

state of Idaho flowing in the Bear River. As discussed previously, appro-

priation-demonstrated by the diversion of water from a natural watef-

coufse-consisted of two aspects: the posting of the notices of appro-

priation (or later, the obtaining of the necessary permits) and the con-

strucrion of the means of diversion. one merhod used by the Last

Chance atrorney for gaining association with appropriations was through
,,predecessors in interest." under this concept, Last chance attempted to

show that the company had its origins in previous efforts to iffigate the

same lands with Bear River watef diverted from the same of near the

same locations along the river. From predecessors in interest-that is,

from the "pre-Last chance" earliest irrigation efforts in Gem valley-
claim was made for appropriations of a total of 6,616 c.f 's' of water,

with priority as eariy ,, Norr.-b.r 1885 for 100 c.f.s. of this total.ra

\Thereas full compliance with the law was asserted in the posting of

norices for the predecessors in inrerest appropriarions, evidence of con-

srruction of the means for successful diversion was' in most cases, ex-

tremely weak. Only in the case of an appropriation of 86 c'f's' on

September 2, 1889, did clear evidence exist that water for iffigation had

been diverted onto the land.15 But within six years that effort had been

abandoned.

Two appropriations were made directiy by the Last chance canal

Company or its officials. The first, for 400 c.f.s., occurred in early

1897. Recall that the exact date of that action was unclear as both

February 1416 and February 2411 were possibilities. A second fiiing for

600 c.f.s. of Bear River water occurred in May 190 1. Exact dates were

again unclear, and for the same reason-as both May 11 and May 74

were recorded.18

Contents of the notices ofappropriation other than dates and quantities

of water were also important. The proposed application of the water to be

diverted for irrigation and culinary purposes was an unchallenged benefi-

cial use. Descriptions of the point of diversion and of the places of in-

tended use, however, were problems. The descriptions were vague and
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imprecise, particulariy in the 1897 filing. A knowledgeable witness for
the Last Chance Canal Company, John Trappett, stated an intent to
irrigate forty thousand acres with the water appropriated in 1897.le With
the 190 1 filing, however, the estimare of acreage planned to be irrigated
had increased to seventy-five thousand ucres.'o In addition, descriptions of
the planned means of diversion were disturbingly broad. The 1897 appli-
cation described the means of diversion as a dam, a flume three thousand
feet in length, and two canals, each eight miles long. By 1901 the
description included a suggestion of a system of ditches and branches
having at aggregate length of one hundred miles. Both filings included a

time limit for completion within five years, which limitation was either
required by law or specifically accepted by the filing commitment.

The 1897 appropriation required one further action. This filing had
been made by three individuals representing, erroneously, the Last
Chance Irigation Company. A quit claim deed was prepared on October
22, 1901, to pass those interests to the Last Chance Canal Company.2l

Last Chance commenced excavation and construction of the means of
diversion within sixty days of the appropriation of water, as required.
The work proceeded "diligently and uninterruptedly," excepr when tem-
porarily interrupted by adverse weather.22 Two days before the five-year
deadline for completion of the diversion in 1902, wat"r had been placed,
it was hoped, "onto the land far enough ro comply with the . law."2'
At this stage water diversion had been accomplished by construction of a

diversion dam, headgates, a flume 27) feet long, 1,100 feer of open
ditch, another flume 1,800 feet iong, 1,800 feet of open ditch, and the
headgates leading to rhe Easr Branch Canal, one of rwo on the east side
of the river.'4 Conrt.rr.tion of an additional flume in March and Apni
1902 conveyed water to rhe west side of Bear River where the Central,
North Extension, and Tanner canals were supplied.2s

To summarize, by 1902 Last Chance had diverted water from the Bear
River by construction of approximately one and one-fourth miles of
works, having a capaci.ty of 450 c.f.s.26 Some irrigation was pracriced
that year,21 but the exrent is not known. Thirty-five hundred acres were
estimated as under irrigation by 1903.28

Recognizing, perhaps, that a major deviation existed between what
had actually been built and what had been described in the two notices
of appropriation (1897 and 190 1), some explanation seemed to be in
order. The Last Chance attorney advanced a concept of the Last Chance
"system," which was described as "one single, inter-dependent sysrem of
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canals," a cooperative organization for the purpose of furnishing water

for irrigation, domestic, and other p.rrposes.'9 The implication was ob-

vious; once the Last Chance Canal had conveyed water to points of

delivery to branch canals, built for convenience in operation and mainte-

nance and organized as subsidiary of secondary cofporations, the legal

obligation of the Last chance canal Company had been fulfilled.

Three additional water appropriation5-af1s1 Last chance had been in

operation for nearly a decade-made by the Bench Canal Company and

theTannerCanalCompanyclosedtheappropriation'.chapter,,inLast
Chance history. On August 9 and December 31, 1909' the Bench Canal

Company appropriated 11s.rc c.f.s. and 25'5 c'f 's'' respectively'r0 On

JuIy 29, t9iO, tft. Tanner Canal Company appropriated 54'0 c'f's'it In

both cases the circumstances of the diversion were similar' Points of

diversion different from that of the Last chance canal were selected. The

rwo companies took advantage of the reservoir behind UP&L',s dam just

north of Grace rather than construct their own diversion dams. The

appropriated waters were diverted from the east side of the reservoir into

a new canal, the Bench "8", and from the west side into the Tanner "B"

canal. In both instances the "8" canals were short in iength and

emptied their waters into the main Bench and Tanner canals. In May

1917, the Last Chance board of directors voted to "take over the works'

water rights, and holdings" of the "8" canals. They paid for the canals

wi*r 4,ioo shares of Last Chance stock, divided proportionally to the

amounts of water aPProPriated.i2

The portrayal of the circumstances behind the Bench 
..B', and Tanner

"8" appropriations was perplexing' '\W' G' Swendsen' engineer for the

Last Chance Canal Company, recommended that these new appropria-

tions and the associated construction of means of diversion be considered

as an extension of the Last chance system under the concept of the "due

diligence law." This interpretation would increase the iikelihood of en-

titlement to the 1,000 c.f.s. already appropriated by Last Chance and

would establish priority as of the original dates of appropriation'r3 A1-

though the Swendsen position *u, oifitiully adopted by Last Chance'la

his view was not fully accepted. A potential witness on behalf of Last

Chance regarded such a position as "embarrassing and false." Further,

there was some feeling that the Bench "8" and Tanner "8" filings might

be competitive and thus detrimentai to Last Chance interests. Associated

with this beiief was a conviction that the Bench "B" and Tanner "8"

interesrs should not be introduced into the Last Chance case' Still hoped
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for was a decree giving Last Chance "our 1000 feet (c.f.s.) as of original
oate. --

The Last Chance system had continued to change. The sysrem capac-

ity by 1905 had increased nearly 16 percent, up from 410 c.f.s. rn 1902
to 520 c.f.s. This increase in capacity, however, was noc sustained. In
1918 the capacity was 428.5 c.f.s.; the number of acres irrigated was

estimated to have been about 29,000. By 1919 rhe system included
ninety miles of main canals and 127.75 miies of laterals.i6

The Last Chance was concerned with two points pertaining to the
quantity of water. The first applied to economy and reasonableness in
the use of water, the so-called "duty of water." Because of soil and

ciimate considerations, it was "discovered that it took more warer ro
water that land than a person would naturally think."37 On the basis of
this logic and the possibilities of further expansion of the Last Chance
system, Last Chance officials concluded that all the waters claimed were
"necessary to the successful cultivation and irrigation of the lands .

described and other lands entitled thereto and susceptible of irrigation
from said system of works." This argument is not clear. The 1,000 c.f.s.
of water directly appropriated for or by Last Chance should have irri-
gated about 50,000 acres of land, applying the rough "rule-of-thumb"
guide to duty ofwater ofone cubic foot per second tc irrigate fifty acres.

Since irrigation of almost 49,000 acres was asserted,3s apparently further
claim to the 6,616 c.f.s. of water from predecessors in interest was

abandoned. The second point was a bold statement bringing "due dili-
gence" growth and expansion into consideration. Last Chance stated that
their system had "annually and for many years past diverted an increas-
ing quantity of the flow of. . [Bear] river . . [and] have put such
water to a beneficial ,rse."l9

In addition to defending their legal position concerning Bear River
water appropriation, Last Chance filed a cross complaint against UP&L
for certain power company actions in establishing the reservoir at Bear
Lake. Noting that the power company had constructed a dike aiong the
north edge of Mud Lake between that lake and Bear River, and a deep

canal leading from the river to Mud Lake, Last Chance charged that
these works did, in fact, "hinder, retard and impede the natural out-
flow, run-off and drain from . Mud Lake and . Bear Lake
into . . Bear River."ao According to rhe Last Chance view, the natural
outlet from Bear Lake to Bear River-being small, crooked, and con-
gested-would freeze in winter and thus impound large amounts of
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warer narurally draining into the Mud and Bear lakes during early

spring floods. This natural reservoir, holding and conserving the drain-

age water, would then slowly and gradually discharge the naturally

stored water during the entire summef for flow down the Bear River.

Irrigators planning to use the natural flow of the Bear River considered

the reservoir facilities unnecessary and unwise.

Following the Last chance legal argumenrs came certain requests to

rhe court. First, uP*L should be granted "no relief . . which impairs,

conflicts with or preiudices the right of . . [Last Chance] to the waters

so claimed by it." Second, Last chance claims to Bear River waters

earlier appropriated should be decreed. And third, Last chance should

recover its costs incident to the court case.41

It was crucial that the court accept that Last Chance diversion efforts

between 1897 and 1902 had been according to law and had totaily

succeeded. Under the Last Chance rystem concept, the added facilities

and expansion of the subsidiary canals after 1902 in no way detracted

from the fact that watef had been diverted from the natural watercourse

onto Gem Valley lands for the beneficial use of irrigation. Appropriation

had already been accomplished. The task of the court, therefore, was to

judge, to adjudicate, to decree, the elements of the right, as compared

to those of others, to the water claimed or appropriated'

As to priority of appropriation, the Last Chance Canal Company was

in an exrremely good position. The doctrine of relation applied since the

statutory method of appropriation had been followed. under this doc-

trine, if the works were completed as required, the priority of the right

could be associated with the date of the posting of the notice of appro-

priation. The fiiing of 1897 (specifically February 14, February 24, ot

March 1) for 400 c.f.s. of water was secondary inpriority toor|ry 436'I

c.f.s. appropriated by other claimanrs on the entire poftion of the Bear

River being considered by Dietrich's coufr. Stated differently, the Last

chance canal company's position as ro priority was secondary only to

5.7 percent of all main river warer appropriations eventually decreed.42

Consideration of the Last chance claims as ro extent in quantity was,

as hinted in chapter rhree, more complex and much less certain. The

Last Chance claims of 1897 and 190 1 totalled 1,000 c'f's', but the

capacity of the diversion works constructed never approached those

quantities. Reflected by percentages of sysrem capacity to water claimed,

this principai limiting factor to the Last chance position was crucial. For

example, in 1902 actual diversion was only 45 percent of the 1,000
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c.f.s. ciaimed. Diversion had increased to 52 percent of the claimed
amount in 1905, and then decreased to 42.9 percenr in 1918. Last
Chance was also vulnerable to criticism for using water in excess of rhat
suggested by economy and reasonableness. Adherence to a view favorable
to the "duty of water" concept could have led to a conciusion that all or
a portion of this scarce and precious resource could be used elsewhere to
greater public advantage than within the Last Chance system.

The final element to be considered in the adjudication of the water
appropriations by the Last Chance Canal Company was extent in time.
Since the beneficial uses specified for the appropriated warers were both
for irrigation and for culinary or domestic purposes, the right in time for
the irrigation portion was limited to the duration of the irrigation season

as defined by law. The portion of appropriated warers for culinary or
domestic purposes would not be so limited.

The Arguments: IJtah Power and Light Company

Historical events with respect to Bear Lake and Bear River partici-
pated in by Telluride Power and its successor corporation rn 1912,
UP&L, would, as had been true for the Last Chance Canal Company,
laryely define the legal position of the power company-the plaintiff in
the case. These events concerned two separate but closely related activi-
ties: establishment o{ a large, controlled reservoir at Bear Lake and
construction of hydroelectric plants at selected locations on the Bear
River.

The power company appropriated 2,000 c.f.s. of Bear River water for
storage in Bear Lake on March 24, and another 3,000 c.f.s. on April 12,

1902, for the same purpose, actions that led to the establishment of Bear
Lake Reservoir.a3 Land acquisition for the reservoir project started in
early 1902 when the company purchased privately owned land needed

for the project.aa UP&L did not acquire the necessary right-of-way over
federal lands until April 1, 1907.4t However, the company started
construction of the means of river diversion into the lake without wair-
ing for approval from the federal governmenr.46 Bet*..r, 1902 ar.d
1911, dikes were constructed north of Mud Lake and between Mud Lake
and Bear Lake to provide a means of controlling any water impounded.
Additionally, an inlet canal, the Dingle Canal, was excavated to divert
water from Bear River to the north end of Mud Lake. The capacity was

limited because of grade problems and the inlet canal probably never
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reached a capability to carry over 50 percent ofthe water appropriated.aT

An outlet conduit, following roughly an existing natural outlet from

Bear Lake to Bear River, was improved for water flow. Through tempo-

rary headgate stfuctures, the first warer was diverted into the Dingle

Canal on May 24, 19i1. This water was subsequently passed from Mud

Lake and impounded in Bear Lake. The first release of stored water,

again through temporary headgates, occurred onJuly 22, 1'971.48 As the

reservoir project progressed, the power company made several improve-

ments. In l9I2 a rock dam was constructed in the river to aid in the

diversion of water. A much improved iniet conduit, the Rainbow canal,

was completed in 1914 to supplement and finally virtuaily to repiace the

deficient Dingie cataI. The Stewart Dam was finished in 1916 to aid in

diverting river warers into the Rainbow canaI. The 6nal maior improve-

ment was the Lifton Pumping Plant, operarional in 1917.4e From this

facility considerable stored water that couid not leave the reservoir by

gravity flow could be pumped into Mud Lake, from whence it could

flow by gravity into the outlet channel for eventual return to the naturai

watercourse of the Bear River.

Vhile reservoir construction was in progress' the power company

compieted its first hydroelectric piant on the Bear River at Grace, Idaho,

in 1908.10 \Vater for power purposes at Grace was appropriated Decem-

ber 28,1901; 500 ..?.r. *", granted by the state of Idaho in 1908't1

other hydroelectric developments along the Bear River and some of its

tributaries quickiy followed completion of the Grace plant. A plant was

operational on Paris Creek in 1910, ar Riverdale rn 7912, at Oneida

(near Preston, Idaho) in 1915, and at Cove (associated closely with the

Grace plant) in 1917. Two other hydroelectric plants were built on the

Bear River after the Bear River \/ater case-Soda (Alexander) in 1924,

and Cutler (\Theelon) in I92f .t2 Water for all these power plants,

operarional after 1908, was appropfiated by the power companies con-

cerned, but these appropriations did not become maior issues at the time

since the water used, after passing through each plant's turbines, was

returned virtualiy undiminished to the natural watercourse of the Bear

River. Provision of water in dependable supply, even during periods of

natural low water flow, was, of course, of major concern to the oPerators

of the Bear Lake Reservoir and the Lifton Pumping Plant'

On December 30, 1912, a contract between U&I and UP&Ltl gave

the power company an extensive and permanent involvement both in
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measures to insure a rcgtlar, predictable flow of water in the Bear River
and in its use for irrigation purposes. The contract was complex. U&I
had done some early work ar Bear Lake,t4 having recognized the lake's
value to insure seasonal avatlability of water on rhe lower portions of the
Bear River. The sugar company had appropriated a total of 509 c.f.s. of
Bear River water in 1889, 1901, and I9l4 to irrigate its beet fields in
Cache Valley in northern Utah.tt U&I also had built a hydroelectric
plant at STheelon, lJtah, an excellent location on the Bear River. STith
the power generated at the \Wheelon plant, the sugar company provided
electricity to domestic consumers in various communities of northern
IJtah.t6 In exchange for the \Theelon hydroelectric plant, the Bear River
water appropriations made by U&I, and any claims to reservoir rights on
Bear Lake, UP&L contracted to provide annually to U&I at their canals

near \Theelon 900 c.f.s. of water during the period May 1to October
31 and 150 c.f.s. for the remainder of each year.tT

The contractual commitment of UP&L to supply large quantities of
water to U&I, together with hydroelectric facilities from Grace to
\Theelon on the Bear River ar the rime of the court acrion, gave the
power company an interest covering much of the length of the river. A
further consideration dictating an "entire river" concern was rhe desire
to supply water, withdrawn from Bear Lake storage during the season of
low water, for "reasonable compensation"5s to the maximum potenrial
market. For these reasons the legal strategy of UP&L, in addition to
substantiating their own claims by performance, became one of diminu-
tion of rival claims, especially large claims, on rhe upper portions of
Bear River. As pertained to Last Chance, UP&L challenged the predeces-
sor in interest claims and all aspecrs of Last Chance's five appropriations
judged acceptable for substantial consideration-the priority, the quan-
tity, and the period of beneficial use.

The claims stemming from predecessors in interest were disposed of
quickly in argument as "surely not seriously urged" and as lacking "any
proof of attempted compliance with law." These claims were described
as "simply evidences of abandoned projects by early setrlers," with no
attempt being made "either ro show when or how the Last Chance Canal
Company succeeded to any of these arch^ic norices of appropriation."te

Five claims were addressed for "substantial consideration."6o Th.r.
were the Last Chance appropriations of 1897 and 1901, the two appro-
priations of the Bench Canal Company of 1909, and the Tanner Canal
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Company appropriation of 1910. These appropriations represented a

total of 1,217.76 c.f.s. of water from the Bear River, of which 1,000
c.f.s. were covered by the Last Chance appropriarions.

The priorities of the two Last Chance appropriations were challenged.
In this connection, the importance of the applicability of the doctrine of
relation cannot be overemphasized. If this doctrine applied, a benefit of
five years in priority of the appropriations would accrue to Last Chance.
Not surprisingly, the reaction of UP&L was suongly negative. As ex-
pressed by their atrorney, "to secure the benefit of the doctrine of
relation . a greater measure of diligence, and some approximation to
compliance with the starures and estabiished rule of law governing such
appropriation, must be shown."6t V/ithout strict compliance with sta-
tute details, the doctrine of relation would not apply and the date of
beneficial use of the water would determine the priority. Under these

circumstances the Last Chance rights would be after the power com-
pany's claim of storage rights of March 24, 1902, as weli as after various
irrigator rights initiated between 1897 and 7902.

The attorney for the plaintiff argued that Last Chance's 1897 notice of
water right lacked sufficiency to establish adequate claim to rhe water
appropriated. Deficiencies were noted in descriptions of the point and
means of diversion, and the places of intended use. Inconsistencies in the
dates alleged for posting of the norice were mentioned, as were omis-
sions in statements required by the srur.rr..6'The attorney further as-

serted that "the works were not consrructed within the time or with the
diligence which the starure demands."63 The 6rst poinr, an assertion of
failure to complete within five years, brought a sharp disagreement with
the concept of the Last Chance "system," as favored by the irrigators.
The UP&L position was rhat the works, as visualized and described by
the notice of water right, were not completed when a diversion dam and
slightly over one mile of flume and ditch had been constructed. These
works did not conduct waters to the places of intended use, an achieve-
ment requisite ro completion of rhe appropriation. The works con-
structed by Last Chance were not as described. Delivery of water ro "rhe

place where head works of other canals, to be later constructed, will be,

is not equivalent to the construction of such canals." The argument
continued concerning the subsidiary canals: they were "never constructed
according to any preconceived plan, to any given capacity which can be

related to the notice, or to any proportionate part of the quantity of
water appropriated." Ir was, in the opinion of UP&L, a subterfuge to
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argue that the terminus of a short canal was properly considered the

place of intended use. The place of intended use could not be "the head

works of the canals that were constructed in later years by the other
seven corporate defendants, which claim to be a part of the Last Chance

group." The convenient method of "simply changing . plans and

constructing only a fractional part of the main canal and getting others

to construct the remaining portion of the system after the expiration of
the period allowed by the statute" was deplored. Under such circum-
stances the subsidiary corporations of the Last Chance system established
"no title to the notice or rights under the notice, and the work of
construction on the large canals and laterals owned by the separate

corporations was not commenced until after the five years had expired."
The power company considered that there was no "authority for holdrng
that this vast irrigation system, held under eight separate and distinct
ownerships and constructed by eight separate and distinct corporations

over a period of twenty years, may not be . decreed to have been

completed by the Last Chance Canal Company within five years after the

posting of the notice in February, l89l."64
In addition to the allegation of failure to complete the diversion

within the maximum allowable time, the power company also argued

that the canal company had failed to carry out the work in a diligent and

continuous manner. This argument was especially directed toward the

190 1 filing, wherein a failure to start work within sixty days of the

posting of the appropriation notice was stated, as well as a statement of
total failure to enlarge the Last Chance Main Canal in consideration of
enlargement of the total appropriation from 400 c.f.s. to 1,000 c.f.s.65

Indeed, the power company suggested that the basis of the Last Chance

1901 filing was incident to a corporate reorganization and was a recogni-

tion of the Last Chance failure to meet the legai requirements of the

1891 filing.66

The priorities associated with the 1909 and 1910 water appropriations

by the Bench and Tanner canal companies were not challenged by

UP&L, provided that these filings were regarded as appropriations en-

tirely by independent corporations and producing entirely independent

rights. The power company was firm in the belief that these appropria-

tions could nor be related back to the i897 or 1901 Last Chance filings

or to "any kind of earlier diligence or actual use rights."67

The attack of UP&L on the appropriations of the Last Chance Canal

Company was most effective in consideration of the extent in quantity.
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Even though the two appropriations totalled 1,000 c.f.s., the capacity of
the main canal never approached that value. In 1902 the capacity was
450 c.f.s. and in 1918 it was 428.5 c.f.s.,68 thus giving al average
capacity over rhe period of about 440 c.f .s. The early warer law was
explicit on the matter of capacity of the works constructed. The extent
in quantity of an appropriation was limited to rhar which the "works are

capable of conducting, and not exceeding the quantity claimed."6e
Another factor was applied in evaluating the extent in quantity of an

appropriation and this was a consideration of the needs of the appropria-
tor. It was incumbenr on any appropriator to exercise economy and
reasonabieness in the use ofwater. As previously discussed, this concept,
known as "duty of water," was by 1903 defined as a limitation on
diversion of water for irrigation purposes to an amount not to exceed one
cubic foot per second for each fifty acres to be irrigated, unless needs in
excess of these amounts could be demonstrated.T0 UP&L provided com-
parative data relating to duty of water on the Bear River. Large irriga-
tors on the lower portions of the river were identified with a use factor of
one cubic foot per second to irrigate eighty acres. An expert witness
suggested a ratio of one cubic foot per second of warer for sixty acres,
but further suggested that the acres ro be irrigated could be increased to
eighty with improved management.Tl Based on what must have been an
exasperating analysis ro rhe Last Chance irrigators, complete with a

lengthy and highly scientific rreatise on plant biology and water require-
ments, the power company attorneys concluded that the normal duty of
water ratio should be one cubic foot per second for one hundred acres, and
never should the acreage to be irrigared with that quantity of water be
less than eighty.l2

The acreage under irrigation was the next value to the considered in
the duty of water equation. A total of 21,449 acres was suggested by
UP&L as under irrigation from Last Chance canals in 1917. Another
analysis by the power company legal staff suggested a iow total acrcage
intended to be irrigated. In this instance it was noted that the 4j,000
shares of Last Chance stock were distributed on the basis of three shares

per acre. Thus, the total acreage ever intended to be irrigated could not
exceed 15,000.7r

Using the acrcage under irrigation value of 15,000 and the fact that
the state recognized a duty of water rario of one cubic foot per second for
fifty acres, an argument was advanced for an extent in quantity of the
Last Chance appropriations of 300 c.f.s. If the l9l7 irrigated acreage
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total of 2I,449 acres was accepted and the various possible duty-of-water
ratios mentioned were applied, the extent in quantity could be calcu-
lated as sorne value from a low of about 2145 c.f.s. to ahigh of almost
429 c.f.s. Or, to use rhe two values of the acreages under irrigation
(2I,449 and 15,000 acres, respectively) and the avetage capacity ofthe
Last Chance main canal in 1918 (440 c.f.s.) in a differenr way, theLast
Chance duty-of-water ratios could be computed as one cubic foot per
second for 48.7 acres or one cubic foot per second for 34.1 acres. To the
power company these use factors suggested a wasre of water.

Such waste was attributed by the power company's artorneys to an
attitude which encouraged waste, to an excessive application of irriga-
tion water, and to inefficient means of delivery. Concerning the first
point, the arritude of the Last Chance organization was described as "the
characteristic attitude of the user of water at or near the head of a

substantial stream, who until such stream is placed under regulation,
takes, because it is there, all of the water flowing in the stream, regard-
less of its need therefor, or the effect of such taking upon the
downstream users."74 The soils on the Last Chance tracr were described
as "very shallow,"Tt and, it was argued, that "all authorities agree that
on shallow soils light irrigations should be used, not only because they
are less wasteful of water, but because they are better for the growing

,,16 ^,crops."'" The power company further asserted that it was "incumbent
upon every irrigation sysrem to build such reasonably efficient srructure,
and to establish such reasonably efficient methods of water delivery and
use, as to conserve the water for the benefit of all users."77 Failures of
the Last Chance in efficiency of water delivery faciiities were illustrated
by photographs of some irrigated farmlands south of Grace showing
"lava outcrop," ditches filled with moss, evidence of seepage, and lateral
canals failing to hold water because of "too low a grade and lack of
DanKs. -

The power company attorneys also advanced an innovative but some-
what obscure argument relating to duty of water. Noting that the Bear
River began to recede about the first ofJuly, they argued that the duty
of water ratio should be adjusted with reference to scarciry during the
low water season. Emphasizing the necessity of conserving or using
increasingly scarce warer economically, they argued that the stage of the
river should be considered in fixing an applicabie duty of water ratio.Te

Once the case had been made to the satisfaction of the power company
of the water waste in the Last Chance operation, the conclusion was
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obvious: "The amount of water unnecessarily wasted through the failure
to apply such methods (reasonable cultivation and practical methods of
applying water) will be deducted in determining the duty of water.',80
The final conclusion, ifaccepted by the court, would have been devastat-
ing to Last Chance interests. "The Last Chance rights proper, cannot
exceed a right, with priority as of date of beneficial use of water which
was sometime subsequent to May l, 1902, sufficient to irrigate 15,000
acres of land."81

The final consideration in evaluating these appropriations was exrent
in time. Recall that the purposes of the appropriations included both
irrigation and domestic or culinary use. The extent in time of the
irrigation season was defined by statute. The extent in time of that
portion of the total appropriations applicable to domesric or culinary use
was continuous. The problem lay in determining the porrion of the total
for seasonai imigation and the porrion for continual domestic use. In
establishing their argument on this aspect, UP&L cited the experience of
both UgI and the West Cache Irrigation Company, large downstream
users. In both instances, one-sixth of the summer flow was continued
during the winter to provide water for domestic purposes. The power
company was prepared to accept this amount "in the absence of evi-
dence" but believed that more was "unjustified."82

The cross complaint of the Last Chance Canal Company-that the
Bear Lake Reservoir consrruction by the power company had interrupted
the natural drainage from the lake into Bear River-was countered with
the position that there had been no natural outlet channel, or at least no
channel of any consequence, draining Bear Lake. $Thereas the Last
Chance testimony had been based on water flow of eighty to one hun-
dred cubic feet per second at the outlet to the river, the power company
disputed the source of this water. They maintained that the source was
from Paris and Ovid creeks and nor from Bear Lake.83 The conclusion
was that the "evidence conclusively establishes the non-contributory
character of the lake to the river in the irrigation season."84

The Decree

The major event nexr in the court proceedings following the hearing
of June 1919 was the issuance by Judge Dietrich of his memorandum
decision, a document he later described as "rather an informal decision
but of some length, making a tentative decision as ro most of the
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claims."8t This memorandum decision was provided to John F. Mac-

Lane, general attorney for UP*L, who was made responsible for the

preparation of a dra{t of a proposed decree to conclude the Bear River
$Vater Case. On May 24, 1920, MacLane forwarded copies of the draft
decree to the attorneys for the various defendants, including J. H.
Peterson, representing the Last Chance Canal Company, for their views.

His letter of transmittal assured the addressees that he had "endeavored

to follow the court's written decision in .the description of the rights

accorded to each party, but it is hardly to be hoped that in such an

involved proceeding, I have been entirely successful in avoiding inadver-

rent errors or omissions."*6 Yzith distribution of the draft of the pro-

posed decree, Judge Dietrich ordered responses by all concerned of "ob-

jections and exceptions" by the iOth ofJune. The Last Chance attorney

submitted a list of twelve objections, five of which were accepted in
subsequent coordination. 87

The court took two actions consistent with the proposed decree before

its issuance in final form. First, onJune 24anorder was issued appoint-

ing a water commissioner to administer the waters of Bear River and its

tributaries,ss continuing an office first established in 1918 and still in
existence. And on JuIy 12, under directions of the court, UP&L pre-

sented the plaintiff's bill of costs. Included were certain administrative

and printing costs related to the @urt action that were apPortioned at

$4.81 for each of the parties to whom rights were decreed. Costs for the

water commissioner for 1918 and 7919 were also included and appor-

tioned, with the major portions to be borne equally by Last Chance and

UP&L.89
The Final Decree, 117 pages long, was signed byJudge Dietrich and

filed with the clerk of the District Court on JuIy 14, 1920.e0 The

document was organized into three sections. Section I comprised general

provisions, limitations, and definitions. Section II accorded decreed

rights to four hundred parties to the cuse.et Section III listed those

defendants receiving no decreed rights and included a statement ofareas

in which the court retained jurisdiction.

That the Bear River was "an inter-state stream with a large number of
tributaries in the States of Utah, \Tyoming and ldaho" was recognized.

Only that portion of the river from the location of the Stewart Dam at

the point of diversion into the Rainbow Canal downstream to the Utah-

Idaho border, together with all intervening tributaries of the Bear River,

was drawn within the jurisdiction of the District Court, District of

8t
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Idaho, Eastern Division, for purposes of the case.9' As a partial excep-
tion, however, certain rights decreed to UP&L and U*I were included
in the Schedule of Rights even though the points of diversion for these

waters were in Utah. Emphasis was provided to the assertion that this
was no adjudication of title to these rights, but was merely "a recogni-
tion of said rights to the extent that in the administration of that part of
the river within the jurisdiction of this court, . . . shall see rhar there is

delivered at the Utah state line such quantity of water as is neces-

sary . to satisfy said rights in accordance with their dignity and

priority as herein rccognized."e3

A general analysis of Section II, "Schedule of Rights," shows that a

total of 9,212.3 c.f.s. were decreed for beneficial use for power and

irrigation. In addition, storage rights for 6,000 c.f.s. were decreed for
the Bear Lake Reservoir and 4,000 acre-feet for storage in a smail
reservoir at the Cove plant, below Grace. Of the total water decreed for
power and irrigation, 83 percent was from the main river and 17 percent
was from sixty-three ributaries (creeks and springs) of the Bear River.
Priorities were early on the tributaries. Five creeks had appropriations
with priorities of 1864, 1868, 1869, and 1870. Priorities were later on
the main river, with the eadiest priority decreed for 1879. During the
period 1879 to 1883, six appropriations were made, totalling only 3).2
c.f.s. Although important to individual water appropriators on the
tributaries, such water was of no substantial interest to the plaintiff,
rJP&.L.e  That portion of the decree pertaining ro triburary water is

therefore omitted from further analysis or discussion here. Of the 7 ,647
c.f.s. of main river water for power and irrigation covered by the decree,

79 percent was for power and 21 percent for irrigation.
It would appear that the decree accorded to the Last Chance Canal

Company and to its subsidiary corporations most of what could logically
have been expected.et True, their vague claim to 6,676 c.f.s. of Bear

River water from predecessors in interest was disallowed. But in adjudi-
cating priorities of appropriations, the couff accepted the doctrine of
relation so that priorities were determined from the dates of posting of
the notices of appropriation. For both the 1897 and 190 l filings by Last

Chance, the dates the documents were presented for notarizing were

accepted by the court. The extents in quantity of the Last Chance claims
as decreed were: March l, I89J,200 c.f.s.;and May 14, 1901,240
c.f.s. The decrease in appropriations claimed of 1,000 c.f.s. to 440 c.f .s.

was an accurate reflection of the capacity of the diversion works con-
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stfucted. There was no obvious explanation of why the decree associated

200 c.f.s. with the 1897 filing and 240 c.f.s. with that of 1901. The

separate claims by the Bench Canal Company with priority dates of

August 9 G38.16 c.f.s.) and Decembet 3T, 1909 Q5.6 c.f.s.), and by

the Tanner Canal Company for )4 c'f's. with a priority of July 29,

1910, were decreed without change. Apparently' the lengthy arguments

by UP*L concerning duty of water had no effect in reducing claims of

elements of the Last chance sysrem. However, a general admonishment

for economy did appear. "Notwithstanding this schedule of Rights,

users of water under this decree shall at no time divert more water than

can be beneficially used, and waste of water is hereby prohibited and

' "c)6enlolnecl. ' -

The court's adjudication of Last Chance claims in extent in time was

more complex. The iffigation season was defined as "that portion of

each calendar year which commences on the 20th of April and closes

on the 30th day of September." F{owever, during the periods April 20

to 30 and September 15 to 30, "no irrigation appropriator shall divert

or use more than 4O per cent of . . allotment under the 'Schedule of

Rights' hereinafter prescribed." Further, each irrigation right "shall

include and imply as a paft thereof a domestic right to the use, during

the non-irrigating season, of such waters allotted for irrigation purposes

as are necessary for. domestic purposes."9t Unfortr.tnately, sufficient

evidence was not considered to be available so that the extent of the

use of water through irrigation canals in the nonirrigation season could

be "definitely fixed."e8 The court, therefore, retained jurisdiction "to

take further evidence upon and to increase or decrease . . allottments

lsicl tor winter use." Jurisdiction was also retained "to review and

amend the provisions of this decree, fixing the limits of the irrigation

season, and further reducing the amounts of water which may be

diverted for irrigation purPoses during the months of August and

September upon proof of decreased requirements by any appropri-

ator."ee The reservations of jurisdiction were to end with any later

term of the court before January I, l)24, which "may determine these

matters. " 100

The cross complaint of the Last Chance Canal Company, alleging

interference by reservoir construction at Bear Lake with natural flow

from the lake into Bear River, brought a measure of success. As full
"compensation for any interruption of the natural fow from ' Bear

Lake arca by the plaintiff's reservoir works," the Utah Power and Light

8-
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Company was ordered to discharge annually the following quantities of
water as "natural flow" from the lake into Bear River: April 20 to July
1, 50 c.f.s.;July 1 to 15, )5 c.f.s.;July 16 to August 1, 25 c.f.s.;and
August 1to September 15, 15 c.f.s.r01

The Dietrich decree gave UP&L both storage and power rights. Ap-
propriations in 1902 were made for 2,000 c.f.s. (March 24) and 3,000
c.f.s. (April 12) for storage of Bear River water in Bear Lake, to be used

as a reservoir. Another appropriation for 2,100 c.f.s. for storage of Bear

River water, plus 500 c.f.s. from Bear Lake and Mud Lake, was made on

September IT, I9I2. This last appropriation occurred about a year after

the reservoir construction had been completed sufEciently for diversion,

storage, and release of stored water. The decree bestowed storage rights

for 5,500 c.f.s. of Bear River water, 1,000 c.f.s. with a priority of
March I, 1911, and 2,500 c.f .s. with a priority of September Il, 1912.

The priority for storage rights to the 100 c.f.s. draining naturaily into
Bear or Mud lakes was September 1, I9I2.1o2 Concerning diversion

from the main river for storage, the appropriations of September 1!12

were decreed without problems. However, only 3,000 c.f.s. of the total

of 5,000 c.f.s. appropriated in 1902 were deceed. Bestowal of rights

was, presumably, contingent on completion of the reservoir project for

actual use and the capacity of the diversion works as they existed in
19rt.

To accomplish the impounding and storage of water from the Bear

River, the diversion was authorized "at all times, and at all seasons of the

year. " Diversion and impounding of "all of the waters of Bear River to the

extent of 5500 cubic feet per second of time, together with the waters

naturally flowing into or arising in said lakes" was approved.loi Authori-
zation for diversion of the entire flow of the river was conditional and

subject to the proviso that the power company discharge "at the same

time through its outlet control works . . when there is need therefor to

supply the rights of prior appropriators below . afl equivalent amount

ofwater, such quantity to be regarded as natural flow ofthe river, and not

released stored water."toa S..ch waters stored could thereafter be "released

at the plaintiff's pleasure" for return to the natural channel of the river
"for use at various points of diversion now existing, or which may here-

after be established by the plaintiff for the generation of electric power,

and for such irrigation or other beneficial purposes as the plaintiff
may devote or dedicate said released stored waters, by use, sale, rental, or

otherwise. " Water, discharged into the natural channel of Bear River, was
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"protected . . for the distribution designated by the plaintiff, as though

kept and conveyed within an artificial channel."t05

These storage rights, with the adiudicated priorities, were "subject to

the prior rights of the various defendants, as hereinafter decreed." Use of

these rights was not "to interfere with the exercise of any prior rights

6xed by this decree."to6 These prior-rights considerations were impor-

tant. Of I,607.76 c.f.s. of main river water for irrigation, aII but 43

c.f.s. had priorities earlier than those for the storage rights of UP&L.107

Two other categories of rights were associared with the hydroelecrric

developments on the Bear River. First, storage rights for 4,000 acre-feet

of Bear River water were decreed for the Cove plant in 19 16.108 Second,

power rights, continuous throughout the year, were decreed for a total of

6,040 c.f .s. of main river water. 109

Evaluation and Subsequent Litigation

Six months after the Dietrich decree was issued, the water commissioner,

who had administered the distribution of water from the Bear River since

1918, was able to report, "great satisfaction has been expressed over the

decree, and practically every water user considers the problem is finally

settled. "110 However, two issues remained potentially unresolved that were

subjects not adjudicated by the flnal decree and over which the courr had

retained jurisdiction. A commitment to accumulate additional evidence for

decisions before January l, 1924, was made.

The first subject requiring further study and decision was fixing the

extent of the use of water during the nonirrigation season for domestic

purposes. Only one instance of addressing this aspect appeared in the

official record. In November 1923 the Last Chance Canal Company

appointed two individuals, either of whom was authorized "to get with
the water commissioner to determine the amount of water needed in our

canals for culinary purposes."11t C.trrent research has not disclosed any

additional actions to fesolve this problem. NTater use for domestic pur-

poses was so inconsequential that neither rights nor measurements were

available or required. Some canals of the Last Chance system carfy water

throughout the year for use by livestock; others close completely as soon

as heavy frost occ.rrs.t''
More troublesome was the second subject-a retenrion by the court of

jurisdiction to review that portion of the decree fixing the limits of the

irrigation season and to considef further reduction in the quantities of

89
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water decreed for irrigation during the months of August and Septem-

ber. Anticipating the problem, \7. O. Creer, a prominent Last Chance

stockholder, urged an aggressive policy to "get the water in our canals

on April 20th" to circumvent any suggestion to Judge Dietrich that the

irrigalion season couid be shortened. Creer deplored being considered a

,,calamity howler" but was firm in his intention to "get the full amount

of water decreed and also lto see] that the irrigation season be firmly

established to the full limit."113 By October 1922 the Last Chance's

official position, to be expressed in a petition supported by stockholders'

affidavits to rhe court, was to obtain a change in the decree. "so that we

may have our full stfeam untii October 1 of each year."llo Wut.. *^t
believed to be needed during this period, particularly for irrigating

sugar beets, alfalfahay (12,80-0 acres)' and pasture (3,200 acres)'115

On September 11, 1923,116 the Last Chance Canal Company was

notified that the reduction in the watef authorized for irrigation before

April 30 and after September 15, as specified in the 1920 dectee, would

be made final. The Last chance fought bitterly this tentative decision to

decree water at 40 percent of that listed in the Schedule of Rights for

these two short periods at the beginning and end of the irrigation

season. The canal company carried out an expenslve and unproductive

approach of soliciting supPort from the Federal \7ater Commission' The

court remained unconvinced of the need for change and the 1920 ruling

became final.117

Probably symbolic of the reaction of Last chance officials and stock-

holders to this nearly seven years of expensive and sometimes bitter

litigation was that in November 1924, Last Chance had not yet paid the

cost of $1,030.01 to UP&L, which was properly charged as incident to

prosecution of the Bear River \il7ater Case. 
ttt Defeat was not palatable to

ihese early farmers of Gem Valley. Any form of surrender was never

easy.

The Bear River \water case was early recognized as one of the poten-

tial milestones in the irrigation experience in Idaho. The structure of the

court case, a summary of the contending legal arguments' and a discus-

sion of the terminating decree and certain other subsequent develop-

ments have been the subjects of this chapter. However, the effects of the

Bear River .water case also were to be felt in a much broader context'

that is, in a manner significantly influential on \Testern water policy.

These aspects of the Bear River \ilrater case constitute a maiot portion of

chapter nine.



CHAPTER EIGHT

Challenges
and Solutions

During the half century since conclusion of the Bear River Water

Case, many problems have confronted the farmers of the Last Chance

canal system. However, among all these perplexing circumstances, two

categories in particular stand out as most important. One was a remnant

of all their history-a continuing concern for adequate water for irriga-
tion. The second involved a decision to expand activities to include the

generation of hydroelectric power.

The Search fot a Guarantee of Adequate 'Water

The final adjudication of the waters of tfe Bear River covered by the

Dietrich decree did not, unfortunately, provide a firwl, consistent soiu-

tion either to the power or irrigation interests along the river. Perhaps

most important, the influences of weather and climate proved to be

unpredictable, irregular, and, in many cases, dominant.
To consider the effects of the weather and climate on potential water

availability to various irrigators, several features of Idaho water law

should be recalled. Nfaters subject to appropriation were those flowing
in the natural watercourse of a stream, the so-called "natural flow." The

priorities of the various appropriations were "first in time. firsr in
right." This meant that the prior appropriator was entitled to sufficient

water at his point of diversion to supply his right. If there was insuffi-
cient natural flow to provide enough water to all appropriators covered

by the decree, appropriators were denied water in the inverse order of
their priorities.

The Dietrich decree covered slightly over 7,547 c.f.s. of the natural

flow of the Bear River for both power and irrigation, exciuding tributar-
ies that are not of direct concern to this study. Among the appropria-

tors, the Last Chance Canal Company and its subsidiary companies were

accorded high priorities in time. Even the Last Chance system appropria-

9r
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tion ,,youngesr" in time-that of 54 c.f .s. decreed to the Tanner Canal

Co-pu.,y *i,n u priority date of JuIy 29, 1910-was in the top 40

p.r..na in priority of all decree appropriations' By contrast' priorities

decreed to UP&L were extremely low' Only 43 c'f's' of water decreed

for irrigation had a lower priority. The power company was' however'

authorized to divert all the natural flow ofthe Bear River, up to i,500

c.f.s., from Stewart Dam, through the Dingle or Rainbow inlet chan-

nels, and into Bear Lake, provided that, when necessary to meet the

rights of prior appropriators, there was discharged through the outlet

control works an amount of water equivalent to the natufal flow of the

river. This "redirected" natural flow was to be further augmented by

amounts varying from 50 c.f.s. to 15 c'f's' during the period April 20

to September 15 to compensate for the interruption to natural flow from

BearLakecausedbythepowercompany'sleservoirdikes.\Tatersdi-
verted into Bear Lake and not returned to the fiver as natural flow were

considered as stored watefs that were available for release, at the pleasure

ofthepowercompany,fotpower'irrigation,orotherbeneficialuse.
Us., sal., and rental of these stored waters were specifically authorized'

Thus, it becomes clear that the amount of water available at any given

time for a specific irrigation appropriator would be controlled by the

quantity of water decreed to that irrigator, the priority in time' and the

qlru.r,i,y of natural flow of the river. In many resPects' this latter feature

"rro*.i 
a position of major influence. Experience data from measuring,

for three years, the natural flow of the Bear River at a point in Idaho

upstream from the Stewart Dam and near the ldaho-S7yoming border

illustrates this point. Russell D. Stoker, the Bear River watermaster

since 1g54, provided a rongue-in-cheek description of 1954as^ft"^veF

age" yeat. On June L0, 1964 the natural flow was 2,740 s'f ' In 1983'

an extremely wer year, the flow measured at 5,460 s.f. on this same day.

By contrast, 1977 was one of the driest yeats on record' OnJune 10 the

natural flow was only 88 s.f. 1 The vital importance of reservoir-stored

water for circumstances such as occurred in 1971 is all too clear.

Considering the general thoroughness of the Last Chance planning for

their irrigation operations, their apparent lack of early concern for a

reservoir reserve is difficult to understand' During the court proceedings

incident to the Bear River \/ater case, Last chance offcials spoke

disparagingly of UP&L and its Bear Lake Reservoir' Circumstances'

ho*..r.i, quickly demonstrated the extent to which the Last Chance

sysrem irrigators were dependent on water from that source. such depen-
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dence occurred commonly in the latter part of the irrigation season

during dry years.2

Within ten years of completion of the minimum essential reservoir

works, the Last Chance system was renting supplemental irrigation
water from UP&L-the first time being in 1919. During the next

sixty-two years (1919-80), there were only fifteen years when it was not

necessary to rent water from UP&L. Annual rentals averaged 5,390
acre-feet during that period.3 Rentals in excess of 10,000 acre-feet were

required fourteen times; rentals in excess of 20,000 acre-feet were re-

quired seven times; and in 1961 a record-high 43,973 acre-feet were

rented-fully 45 percent of the total water ttsed.a The aver.ge annual

supplement required was almost 7 percent.

The year 1934 lllustrates this criticality of water avaiiability in more

subjective terms. Last Chance officials described the availability of rental

waters as "our only salvatiotr."t A.td UP&L was not reluctant to take the

credit. Nfith justifiable pride, their officials reported the results of their
having provided rental water, to include 2t,I88 acre-feet to the Last

Chance system. "Farmers of Utah and Idaho along the Bear River saved

crops valued at #3,832,906 from destruction in 1934 because pumping

on Bear Lake made water available lor the drouth stricken areas along

the river."6
Even though the needs of thet Last Chance system for supplemental

irrigation water from the Bear Lake Reservoir are easily documented, dry

years, particularly several in succession, produced problems. By design

the reservoir impounded water at elevations between 5,922.65 feet and

1,902.00 feet. The reservoir water thus measured 20.6J feet vertically.
N7hen full, the top 14 percent of the water stored could be released by

gravity flow; the remainder had to be pumped by the Lifton plant. Even

the pumping of water from the reservoir was not without problems. In
1977, dving pumping operations it was discovered that alarge sand bar

biocked access to the pumps when the water level was down to about

i,914 feet. Extensive and expensive dredging was required so that the

water could reach the p.rmps.t
During the history of the Last Chance system several severe droughts

have occurred, causing low reservoir water levels as well as decreased

natural river flow. In these instances, Last Chance was desperate for

water to save crops and UP&L had to tap deeply its lake reserves by

pumping. For example, the following reservoir elevations were recorded:

1930s, 5,902.00 feet (reservoir depleted);t J.tly 10, 7934, 5,907.46
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feet;e 196:^,1,911.00 feet; l9]7, 1,914'09 feet'i0 Under these circum-

stances the needs of Last chance and other irrigators were critical' But

other interests vigorously opposed further reductions in the elevation of

Bear Lake owing ,o p.t,ttp1"g operations by the Lifton plant' As the

water level receded, ,o-. Louiit'g and resort commercial interests along

thelakeshorebecameisolated'Seriousagitationandmassmeetings
opposing further "withdrawal of stored water from Bear Lake" were

,rri;...Jfo, attention by the governorof Idaho'11

Reflecting perhaps u'tt"ui]l lack of confidence in the future capabil-

it1 of th. 
"8.u, 

Luk. Rt"*oir to meet consistently every year the

,rlppl..n.rrtul irrigation requirements of the Last Chance Canal Com-

p"rry, ultarnate solution' *t" sought' Last Chance' in conjunction

primarily with UP&L, expressed planning interest in a new dam on the

Bear River near Soda Sp'ittgs' This dam would create a new' closet

reservoir having a capacity of 40,000 acre-feet' The power company

visualized use of the maior portion of the stored water for cooling a

thermal power piant po"iUty to be constructed in the vicinity' Under

the plan, the Last Chance Canal Company would have 6'360 acre-feet

of the total, based on their sixty-two yeat aver^ge requirement for

supplemental irrigation. 12

The Last Chance Hydro Electric Company

In the 1980s Last Chance became actively involved in an entirely

diffJ, .*.rprir.-the generation of electric power' Ironically' this

involvement would Iead tJuppurent solution of their longstanding prob-

lem, the insuring of enough water for irrigation'

The experiences with electricity of the inhabitants of Gem Valley'

particularly of the farmers served by the Last Chance canal system' were

meager during the early years of this century' The first hydroelectric

plurrl o.t th. B.u, Ri're,, io-pleted at Grace in 1p08' provided power

for local domestic consumptio; in 1909' But this occurred only after the

formation of a local business organization to buy power whoiesale from

the power company piant, reduce the voltage with transformers' and

market the electricity to iocal consumers i" tne village of Grace'13

However, farms in the valley wete not provided with electricity' To

eliminatethisdeficiency,LastChanceattemptedaninvolvementdirectly
inthegenerationofelectricitythroughuseofwaterfromtheBearRiver.
In late 1920 r.he canal company considered a proposal to change its
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articles of incorporation so that power rights might be held. to The
company acquired a power site on the river but was unsuccessfui in its
attempt to file on water for generating electricity-this for the reason

that there was no more water available for that purpose. 15 In eatly 1)25
action was being taken with their attorney, J. H. Peterson, to determine
how to dispose of the power site and related filings controlled by Last

Chance.t6 The mid-1930s brought the Rural Electrification Administra-
tion to the national scene and with it a policy that "power must be

extended wherever it was demanded."17 Implementation of this policy
within Gem Valley ended any immediate requirement that Last Chance

become further interested in the generation of power. The matter rested

for over forty years.

By 1980 circumstances had changed. "The shareholder-farmers in the

Company had suffered several increases in the cost of electrical energy

during previous years and were interested in developing their own source

of electricity to off-set these costs."tt UP8.L constituted the "most prac-

tical market" for any power produced. In December 1980, this market
was assured when the Idaho Public Utilities Commission Order Number
16048 "required The Utah Power and Light Company to purchase elec-

trical energy from independent polver producers."19 An a.,ra of destiny

marked many of the activities of the Last Chance Canal Company, and

this was true in their preliminary consideration of a hydroelectric project
in 1980. The theme, fulfillment of adream, was seen in the possibilities
of a hydroelectric project. Fred Van Vleet, Last Chance watermaster for
many years, long dreamed of the feasibility of such a project and,

indeed, he had tentatively selected the exact location for such a power

generation facility.2o

The first steps in converting the possibilities of a Last Chance hydro-
electric project into reality were investigative and administrative in na-

ture. In early April 1980 came the first formal expressions of interest by
Last Chance officials in such a project.2l By April 19 the canal company

directors had decided to pay J-U-B Engineers of Pocatello $1,600 for a

site reconnaissance study. Such a study was required to accompany an

application to the U.S. Department of Energy for a loan to cover expenses

of an evaluation, or feasibility study, to determine the real potential fora
hydroelectric generating facility.22 On May 5 funher conuactual affar.ge-

ments were made with J-U-B Engineers to aid in the preparation of the

loan application. Further, as a contingency upon acceptance of the appli-
carion by the Department of Energy, J-U-B Engineers was to initiate the
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feasibility study itself.23 In the meanrime the Last Chance attorney filed

an application for permit to appropriate the pubiic waters of the state of

taano. fnis application, dated May 30, 1980, requested 440 c'f's' of

water from Bear River for yearlong nonconsumptive use for power pur-

poses. This application was apProved by the director, Idaho Department

of twater Resources, on December 18 with a priority as of the date of

fihng.2a Two aspects of this filing are of interest. First, the extent in

quantity was equal to that covered by the Dietrich decree of 1920. Sec-

ond, the approval, in effect, vacated limitations of the Dietrich decree

concerning restriction to 40 percenr of the adjudicated water appropria-

tions at the beginning and end of the irrigation season and the limitation

ro waref solely for culinary or domestic purposes during the nonirrigation

season.

On September 2, T980, feasibility study funding was approved by the

Department of Energy for a total of #31,872' This loan was made under

provisions of the "forgivable ioan" program. Under this program 90

p.r..n, of the funding came from the Department of Energy and 10

p.r...r. from Last chance, with the provision that if the project under

consideration was judged infeasible, the ioan was "forgiven." But if the

proposed project was judged feasible, the Department of Energy loan

was assessed interest at 7.5 percent annually and was to be repaid within

taa, yaurs."
Approval of the application for the loan for the feasibility study on

September 2, 1980, brought quick action byJ-U-B Engineers' The "Fea-

,ibitity Study for the Last Chance Canal Company ' ' to the U'S' De-

partmenr of Energy, Small Hydroelectric Project" was published in March

t9gt. rni, study was predicated on a series of principles or "design

considerations,"26 several of which are particularly pertinent to this dis-

cussion.,,Power genefation equipment, structures and appurtenances

should nor interfere with normal irrigation practices and required flows."

Although in concept the project visualized generation of power primarily

during the nonirrigation season, plans aiso included use during the irriga-

tion season of some water to operate the turbines, return of that water to

the river, and recovery of that water downstream by the Bench "B" canal

for use in irrigation.tt T*o other principles were important. "Existing

srructures and features should be utilized wherever possible." And, "the

most cost-effective alternative should be given precedence"'

Applicationoftheseprinciplesresultedinaplanthatcalledforutil-
ization of the waref appropriated for power purPoses and the existing
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Last Chance diversion dam, control headgates, and main canal to a point
to be selected for new facilities associated with the hydroelecrric
project.2s Three alternate locations on rhe main canal were considered for
the new facilities. One location, situated about one hundred feet up-
stream from the tunnel inlet, was recommended for development. This
location offered fewer design, construction, and operarion problems.
Development there was less expensive and wouid provide similar
rerre.r.res.'9 In summary, waters were to be diverted from the Bear River
as for irrigation, passed through the main canal to the point seiected for
the new hydroelectric facilities, and, through penstocks with a drop of
slightly over thirty feet, passed through the facility's turbines before the

stream diverted for power purposes was returned to the Bear River.lo
The plan for the hydroelectric project involved some improvements ro

existing facilities such as changing the control works ro automatic de-
vices and improving the main canal for maximum water flow. Provision
of new facilities, however, consrituted the major portion of the pian. A
new access road and a bridge over the main canal were required, as were
transmission lines to carry the electricity from the generaror plant to a

connection with UP&L lines. At the location selected in the main canal,
a penstock diversion structure was reluired. Associated with this large

concrete box was automatic-flow movement and control equipment,
which insured the proper flow of water into the tunnel for the irrigation
system and the diversion of the remainder into the penstocks for delivery
to the turbines. A buiiding to contain the turbines, generators, and

some control equipment was to be located almost at river level below the
penstock diversion structure. From the level of the main canal, an emer-
gency spillway was also planned for release of water during periods when
the turbines were not operating." A computer building was also

planned near the highway just north of Grace. (See map on page 44.)
Conclusions based on this feasibility plan were that this was a"fitan-

cially feasible project" estimared to cost $I,428,600. Power sales for the
first year were estimated to be #400,450.12

Even before the feasibility study was published, certain related activi-
ties were in progress. During the fall of 1980, Last Chance instituted a

publicity effort to acquaint all interested parties with details of the
hydroelectric project as they developed.3l This effort was successful; on

February 16, 1981, the stockholders of the canal company voted unani-
mously "to build a hydroelectric power plant on their holdings on the

north end of the canal tunnel." Associated problems included acquisition
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of financing for the necessary 1.4 million dollars at "the best interest

rate" and putting the "construction out for bids"'34

In January 198 1 the canal company made a second filing for Bear

River water for power purposes. In this instance the appropriation

sought was an additional yearlong 220 c'{'s', thus giving total appro-

pr;ution for power purposes of 660 c.f.s. The primary reason advanced

ior th. second filing was that "a preliminary feasibility study . . deter-

mined that a different piace of use up stream was mofe feasible which

would permit utilization of larger quantities of water."l5 This applica-

tion for warer was approved by the Idaho Department of \water Re-

sources in mid-year.36

A new subsidiary corporation' The Last Chance Hydro Electric Com-

pany, was established on June 19, 1981, to construct and operate the

planned facility. This new company maintained the nonprofit starus of

the canal co-pa.ty.37
Financing of the proiect was arranged through the Spokane Bank of

Cooperatives. On June 4, 1981, two loan applications were approved-

$1,540,000 for project construction ar'd #225,000 for project expenses

already incurred. The loans, having a"floating" interest rate then at 13%

percent, were to be repaid within fifteen years be$inning when the plant

went into operation, u dute prol.cted for January 1983')8

Several major firms were involved in construction' J-U-B Engineers

had primary design responsibility. Shunn Construction, Incorporated'

Ontario, Oregon, received the contract for the access roads' bridge'

diversion works, and penstock stubs. Ingersoll-Rand company of Boston

supplied the three turbines/generators. Installation was by \il(estinghouse

Co-p^rry of Pocatello. The computer-building contractor was Allan

Horsiey.3e Last Chance directors exercised much personal supervision

over the various construction activities.

some improvemenrs to existing facilities were made during the fall of

l9gl.4o Co'nstr.rction of the new facilities began on March 23, 1982.41

This was arbitrarily described as Phase I and included all the work

contracted to shunn Construction. This phase was to be completed by

May 10 so rhat this work would not interfere with the start of the

irrigation s."ro.r.4' The turbines/generators were scheduled for delivery

in October and installation in November 1982.41 \rork started on the

computer building in late Jurle l)82 and was scheduled for completion

by Arrgort I.aa The transmission lines were completed and ready for

connection at both ends.4t



Cballenga and Solutiont

On January 15, 1983, with two of the three turbines/generators pro-
ducing power, the Last Chance hydroelectric project was operationai.
The operational status of the third turbine/generator was delayed because
of a "hot bearing." Cost of the project was $2, 116,000,55 percent over
estimate.46 The capacity of the system was rated at 1.4 -ega*atts.4t
I7hat had been built was a "totally computerized faclIity"-a "showcase

for small hydroelectric projects. "a8

In an action reminiscent of one ro l9l2 when UP&L removed U&I
from the role of power generarion on the Bear River, the power company
initiated action to acquire the Last Chance Hydro Electric Plant before
its completio.r.49 In a communication to Last Chance discussing their
demonstrated needs for supplemental imigation water, the power com-
pany summarized three possible alternatives. One was for Last Chance to
continue to obtain supplemental water under the present contract of
August 20, 1979. However, Last Chance was already aware of a need for
different arrangements for supplemental water. Costs were becoming so

prohibitive that they might "force a change in our present farming
practices and crops raised in the future." Another alternative was for Last
Chance to pay those costs for the Soda dam, if eventually built, related
specifically to the storage of an additional 6,360 acrc-feet of water to be
used as supplemental water by the Last Chance system. This 6,360
acre-feet value was, it will be recalled, the average annual requirement of
the Last Chance system for rental watefs.

The third alternative concerning continued availability of supplemen-
tal water for irrigation involved sale of the Last Chance Hydro Electric
Plant to UP&L. Under this alternative, in return for full title to the
plant, UP&L would, first, pay all the loans and other expenses artribut-
able to the plant consrruction (about 2.2 million dollars). Second, the
power company would provide permanenrly ar no expense ro rhe Last
Chance system supplemental irrigation warer as needed from Bear Lake,
or from the reservoir established from the Soda dam, if built. Amounts
of water to be provided were to be established at an average of 6,360
acre-feet per year. For dry years, up to 20,000 acre-feet annually could
be required, provided a total of 63,500 acre-feet was not exceeded over a
consecutive ten-year period. STater in excess of these values would be

provided at current contract costs by the power company if the need

arose and water was available in the Bear Lake Reservoir. Finally, with
the so-called "fallen water charge," a form of royalty, rhe power com-
pany would p y to Last Chance five mills per kilowatt hour of electricity
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produced by the plant. This paymenr would be tied to the consumer

index and could be adjusted upward as the index indicated'

In August 1982 the Last Chance directors voted to negotiate with

UP&L concerning their offer to buy the "hydro-electric plant which is

now under construction." The feason for this action was stated to be "an

effort to obtain more warer for the Last Chance canal system."to It is not

clear what the "negotiations" accomplished. The saie, accepting the

earlier offer of UP&L, was approved unanimously by Last Chance stock-

holders on Decembe r 13, I993-eleven months after the new plant

officially became operational.5l The sale contract was signed on January

19, 1984, by representatives of both UP&L and Last Chance't2 The

power company took over operation of the hydroelectric plant on that

date, although 6nal approval of the sale was contingent upon action by a

"myriad of government agencies."

The Last Chance Hydro Electric Plant marked the "first time any such

undertaking had been accomplished in Idaho."ti After successfi:J realiza-

tion of the initial project goals, why did Last chance sell? other than the

obvious benefits of royalty payments, relief from debt, and permanent

acquisition of supplementai irrigation water, there were other considera-

tions. First, the canal company had operated theplant for one year and

had on hand about $ 100,000 in profits, which would be retained. second,

rhe cost overrun had increased payments so r,nuch that little profit could

be expected in the foreseeable future. Third, there were other risks that

were worrisome. An especially dry year was always possible wherein insuf-

ficient water to opefate all three turbines/generators would cause curtail-

ment ofproduction and subsequent loss ofrevenue. And, ofcourse' there

was always the risk of catastrophic accident to the piant'54

Regardless of rhe feasons for the sale, however, this ventufe by the

Last Chance organization must rank as one of the ironies of the history of

these people and the arca in which they iive. For almost a century the

primary concern was the availability of enough water for iffigation of

their lands. A principal comperiror for this water was the Utah Power

and Light Company. Possible solutions ro the problem had explored

diverse paths. Building a hydroelectric plant wouid finally achieve the

goal of contracted guafantee of the availability of irrigation water to

meet their needs.



CHAPTER NINE

An Assessment

Before the word fnis can be affixed to the bottom of the last page of
this story of the Last Chance irrigation system and of certain closely
associated external developments, it is appropriate to assess the signifi-
cance of the events iilustrating the story. This assessment follows a

generally chronologicai order and may partially reflect the achievements

of significance to the irrigation project itself or to the communities and
valley it served.

However, if the experience of the Last Chance Canal Company can be

considered a case study, a microcosm, in frorrtig.r_{!€4ledfU-qry, a

premise first stated in tEe iniro?[ciion;;#;; and patterns associated

with it should be discernible as having influenced other, more compre-
hensive developments. A true appreciation of the success of the Last

Chance enterprise and an underitanding of the role of the associated

external developments requires that both be judged not only for their
local implications, but also for connotations in a broader, historical
perspective. Deveiopments in this latter category become illustrative of
Vestern water policy.

Regrettably, the historical evidence available does not support clear
cause-and-effect arguments and conclusions. In contrast to the easily
identifiable and well demonstrated local accomplishmenrs, the broader
aspects are much more difficult to establish and explain. Nevertheless,
the logic of an association of events and subsequent reiated developments
is apparent and must be recognized. Events cited which follow in rime
from Last Chance efforts and accomplishments almost certainly can be

attributed, at least in part, to the earlier initiatives by that company.
Moreover, the fact that Last Chance was a protagonist in the Bear River
\WaterCase,oneof themoJiffi port;.y^!g.;l_g$t-gijql&-L[q-[-.-al.!""f
,fr. 94y t**tl.ih i."t"i"['."ftu*.. lm po an in8ugtrlial factor
in early _rV_eltern{aler pol i cy.

The goal of the Last Chance Canal Company was entirely seif-oriented
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and single-minded: to irrigate their lands. There was no awareness of the

need for, or interest in, the establishment of broad policy. Policy, how-

ever, would eventually evolve irrespective of this lack of concern. The

essence of a series of events, occurring primarily over the first quarter of
this century, provided the bases for the policy we seek.

In retrospect, it appears that much of the knowledge and many of the

activities of those who contributed to the Last Chance effort, while

commendable in terms of pioneer traditions and achievements, are not

unique. Some prospective settlers arived on the Gem Valley portion of

the Bear River in 1895 strongly imbued with the need for irrigation as

prerequisite to successful settlement. John Trappett, one of those set-

tlers, recalled: "\X/e prospected up the river to see what show there

would be of getting the water out before we went to Blackfoot lthe
federal land office] to file on our homesteads."t Si.tce these settlers

emigrated iargely from Mormon settlements south of Gem Valley, they

were also aware of Mormon irrigation techniques suitable for use in the

new settlements. However, the extent of local, active church involve-

ment in the Last Chance project is not clear. \When the project plans

were first being formulated, Trappett spoke of a "representative from

each ward,"' brrt tro further mention of church participation appears.

As a 6nal consideration in establishing parameters for the forthcom-

ing Gem Valley settlement-irrigation effort, it is noteworthy that

Idaho water law was in existence at the time of settlement and had

remained virtually unchanged since territorial days. Thus, from a back-

ground of known quantities, the settlement and irrigation of Gem

Valley proceeded.

The construction phase for the Last Chance irrigation system was' in

many respects, one of the most dramatic and unusual aspects, particu-

larly as compared to other Idaho irrigation developments. The engineer-

ing challenges incident to diversion of waters from a canyon of the Bear

River onto lands many miles from the point of diversion were great. But
even after over a decade of failures fresh in mind, these indomitable

pioneers were not in awe of the complexity of their task. Irrigation was

essentiai and irrigation there would be, whatever the costs in time,

labor, and money.

An attitude of independence and resourcefulness true to the best of

American traditions was particularly apparent in the way the Last

Chance project was financed. In a period in U'S. reclamation history

when outside financial assistance was generally the rule, the Last Chance
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builders opted for locally arranged, private funding. As expressed by an

early official of the canal company: "Th-ir Igr_t 9!r-gS-._ Can4l Co,mpany,

Limited, ..has -b_99-o-4qg-Ar!91$ _tfuqugh-out-the,*iesr because of the fact

that it was built without federal assistance, and also without the outside
capigl flqf-Etsalyjg-._g:_y;-;;;,"ki"s' .rn"g-"i!.ga.]'
This ioniept of fi""*i"f *r;m--Aa*a;d*co"trust to methods followed in
other contemporary irrigation developments in ldaho. For example, the

New Plymouth development of 1885 in the Payette Valley was an

"irrigation colony" financed by eastern speculation capitalJ Benefits

from federal reclamation legislation brought the Twin Falls Land and

\7ater Company into existence In 1903 as the largest Carey Act project
in the nation.5 The large Minidoka Project, also on the Snake River, was

begun in 1910 under the auspices of the Newlands Act.6 That these

latter two reclamation projects were both larger and more expeosive than

the Last Chance system does not diminish the aura of Last Chance

perseverance-a proof that irrigation can be achieved "on your own," if
both the need and the will are great.

Another noteworthy feature of the construction phase relates to the

dllgerl- grbg-q,e-g-!o*-tlr-is-ryBs.r "
such activity and using only primitive.tools and machines. Regardless of
ttra trcmen?o;a-risEs*lfiA;ea-JF;t was 

-fiIy 
one*asualty during the

entire project. Tab Merrill was killed by a falling rock early in the

construction.T This was a remarkable record in safety. But retention of
the Tab Merrill tale in Gem Valley folklore long after the event is even

more significant. Obviously, a genuine concern existed for the individu-
als who performed this work.

It is puzzling that in the overall visualization of the Last Chance

irrigation system, there was no provision for reservoir facilities. Al-
though both Powell and Chittenden had espoused a federal interest in
Bear Lake as a rcclamation reservoir, Last Chance during the early years

retained its focus solely on the natural flow of tne rGei 
^s 

tniso"iCJrjf
lfflgatlon water.

"The Last Chance irrigation system became operational in 1902 when
the first diverted Bear River waters flowed from the canal onto farmlands

on the east side of the river, and irrigation at long last became a fait
accompli. For over eight decades the Last Chance has continued as a
successful and expanding enterprise, an enterprise that eventually pro-
vided irrigation to over thirty thousand acres. The significance of suc-

cessful completion of the Last Chance system was obvious to Gem Valley
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residents. Capability to irrigate brought a sense of permanence for the

settlers. ITith irrigation came prosperous farms, comfortable homes,

beg51 
-1.ch_9919, 

and i,tsfriication--fo-r. a ne-s churih.8 Gem Valley beiame a

flourishing exampie of successful settlement.

Claims for some of the last good agricultural lands of the Bear River

watershed and for Bear River water had brought success to the settiefs.

Potential competing interests saw other values in the Bear River water,

and the focus of this competition came at the village of Grace' the

Iocation of the Last Chance Canal Company. There in the river canyon, a

fall of 12) feet dazzled the hydroelectric developers, and they lost no

time in planning for construcrion. The appeal of the Grace location for

the first hydroelectric piant on the Bear River is highlighted by the fact

that the second-best location, Oneida, has a fall of only 14) feet, only

28 percent of the potential at Grace.e The plant at Grace became opera-

tional in 1908. The development of the Bear Lake Reservoir and the

"entire river concept" heid by UP&L quickly foliowed. NTith these

developments "the Bear River became one of the most scientifically

controlled streams for irrigation and power in the United States."10

As competition for Bear River water among the various competing

ipigation and power claimants intensified, it became necessary for the

courrs to establish a Iegal basis for distribution. For Last Chance, among

others, and UP&L, this was accomplished by the Bear River Water Case

in litigation from l9I7 to 1920. In this case, Last Chance and its

subsidiary canal companies were identified as the "principal adversaries"

of the power interests. The case, one of the earliest court actions of this

type in Idaho, concluded with a sound, fair verdict from an eminent

jurist. His decision and decree became legal precedent and gave meaning

in practice to the theory of idaho water law.

Basic to the Dielich decree ofJuly 14, 1920,11 court jurisdiction was

applied only to that portion of Bear River from Stewart Dam, the

primary point of diversion of Bear River water into Bear Lake,

downsrream ro rhe Idaho-Utah border. For this portion of the Bear

River, the difficult quesrion of the extents of the various appropriators'

rights in quantity were adjudicated. The decree allocated ovet 9,200

c.f.s. of water for both irrigation and power. Of this total, 83 percent

was from main river water and the remainder from the various tributar-

ies of the Bear River. concerning the adjudication of rights to the main

fiver water, soleiy those of interest to either the power company or the

Last Chance irrigation sysrem, 79 percent was for powgr 4nd 2l percent
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was for irrigation. Of the total of slightly over 1,600 c.f.s. of main river
water adjudicated for irrigation, almost 41 percent represented the
rights in quantity of the Last Chance system.

Other provisions of the Dietrich decree had effects or implications of a

much broader nature than the adjudication of water rights. Two of these

additionai, important features were the legal consideration of a highly
theoretical concept of "duty of water" and a recognition of the interstate
nature of the Bear River. From this last concept came the Bear River
Compact and the Bear River Commission, now respected features of
interstate river management. Also, the Bear River S/ater Case became

important as a legal precedent in other court actions or in governmental

considerations. Each of these subjects, discussed below, had Last Chance

association and significant water policy implications.
The concept of "duty of water" as a measure of the genuine, justifi-

able needs of the appropriator was considered as applying to determina-
tion of the extent of a right in quantity. This rather nebulous concept

for economy and reasonableness in use of water had been assigned a

tentative, "normal" value in 1903 of one cubic foot per second of water
being appropriate to brigate fifty acres.t' The power company argued at

great length for increasing the nurnber of acres assumed capable of being
irrigated by one cubic foot per second of water-and thereby reducing
the competing irrigation right5 in quantity. Irrigation interests wanted

to dispose of this matter with a general statement reflecting a beiief that
the land requirements for water varied extensively and were so unpre-

dictabie that they defied assignment of precise values. Judge Dietrich
avoided this quagmire of logic with a general provision that appropria-

tors use no more water than could be applied beneficially to the use for

which diverted. \Waste of water was "prohibited and enjoined."13

In addition to establishing Last Chance as one of the principai irciga-
tion interests on the Bear River, the Dietrich decree, although emanat-
ing from a court in Idaho, also contained a provision applicable to claims

in Utah and to the interstate nature of the Bear River. Judge Dietrich
acknowledged that it was not his intention to establish or adjudicate the

rights outside the jurisdiction of his court. His goal, impressive to this
author as an extreme of fairness, was to "see that there is delivered at the

Utah state line such a quantity of water as is necessary . to satisfy

said rights in accordance with their dignity and priority as herein

recognized. " 14

In addition to the poiicy determinations concerning the "duty of

i05
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water" concept and the adjudication of rights that came directly from
the decree, the litigation dramatized future needs. There developed an

urgency in Idaho for adjudication of waters not covered by the Dietrich
decree and for measures to harmonize the power and irrigation interests

on the river. Also, the decree recorded potential problems inherent in
the circumstances of an interstace stream whose waters were to be ad-

ministered geographically by courts of different states.

The portion of Bear River from the \Tyoming-Idaho border downstream

to the Stewart Dam had been excluded from the jurisdiction of the Dietrich
decree. Appropriations on this portion of the river for 618 c.f.s. of Bear

River water were adjudicated on March 7 , 1924, in the case, Preston-Mont-

pelier lrrigation Company a. Dingle Inigation Company, et a/., heard inthe
Idaho Fifth District Court. tt Th. de.... in this case was based in part on the

legal precedents established in the Utah Power and Light Conpany u. The Last

Chance Canal Company, et al. struggle of I9I7-1920.
Solution to a second need traceable in time from the Bear River S7ater

Case required amendment to the Idaho Constitution. S7hen the consti-

tution was ratified in 1889 (prior to Idaho statehood on JuIy 3, 1890),

the possibility of hydroelectric generation along ldaho's rivers had not

yet been addressed. As originally drafted, the constitution defined bene-

ficial uses justifying water appropriations as domestic, agricultural, and

manufacturing purposes, these in the priority listed.15 In 1928 the

constitution was amended to authorize specifically state regulation of the

use of Idaho water for power p.rrposes.tt

Certain difficulties, actual or potential, relating to administration of
water rights and other matters on an interstate stream, such as the Bear

River, had first arisen officially in the Dietrich decree. Problems of this
nature were finally addressed thirty-five years later when, on February 4,

1915, the state of Idaho ratified an interstate compact relating to the

waters of the Bear River among the states of Idaho, Utah, and \il7yom-

ing. This was the Bear River Compact. ts This compact, however, was

not in effect until 1958 owing to delays in ratification by certain of the

other parties to the agreement.le The "major purposes" of the compact

were "to remove the causes of present and future controversy over the

distribution and use of the water of the Bear River; to provide for

efficient use of water for multiple purposes; to permit additional devel-

opment of the water resources of Bear River; and to Promote interstate

comity. "
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The Bear River Commission, the joint commission to administer the
compact, consisted of ten members-three from each participating state

and one nonvoting member as chairman and representing the United
States. Two of the Idaho commissioners were, by law, required to be
"residents within the watershed of the Bear River in ldaho."20 Among
the functions of the Bear River Commission were determination, when
necessary, of the existence of a water emergency and establishment of
water delivery schedules that would remain in effect during such emer-

gency. The water delivery schedules, derived in part from public hear-

ings, were to "recognize and incorporate . priority of water rights as

adjudicated in each ofthe signatory states."
The compact also prescribed the establishment of "a reserve for iniga-

tion" in the Bear Lake Reservoir. rilTaters of the lake below 5,9I2.9I
feet were assigned a priority for irrigation and were intended as sufficienc

to meet any requirements for supplemental irrigation water at a scale as

had been experienced during the droughts of the 1930s.

The Bear River Compact was amended after twenty years on Decem-

ber 22, 1978,21 in accordance with existing review and amendment

procedures. A purpose "to accomplish an equitable apportionment of the

waters of the Bear River among the cdmpacting states" was added. Also

added was authorization for storage of Bear River waters in Utah and

N7yoming upstream from the Stewart Dam, provided that the level of
Bear Lake did not fail below 5,91I feet. The Last Chance Canal Com-
pany strongly opposed acceptance ofthe 5,911 feet value on the basis

that such upstream storage could reduce the irrigation reserve and
"would seriously lower the level of Bear Lake in a series of dry years and

thus jeopardize the downstream vested water rights." The canal com-
pany first proposed a minimum level for Bear Lake of 5,916.17 feet,
then took a compromise position at 5,914 feet, but to no avail. It was

important to the Last Chance system that their irrigators "have assurance

that . [they] can continue to rely upon the availability of storage

water in Bear Lake at a reasonable cost."22

The Bear River Compact and the Bear River Commission have been of
utmost importance to all interests in Bear River waters. The significance

of the Last Chance Canal Company, as a historical contributor to water

distribution policy and as a continuing principai in irrigation matters,

has been recognized by membership on the Bear River Commission.

Fred M. Cooper, secretary of the canal company, signed the original
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compact and was a member of the initial commission. Don \7. Gilbert,

canal company president, signed the 1979 amended compact and re-

mains a commission member.

Last Chance influence on marrefs of water policy has continued over

the years. Alertness has been maintained to any "late-comer" claimants

(such as in the instance which resulted, ]n l97l , in the case Hirschi, et

al, u. tJrah Power and Light company and the Last chance canal company)

whose activities might become detrimental in any way to adjudicated

rights on the Bear River. Hand-in-glove with such measures opposing

late claims is support for any proposals which may in the future improve

the Lasr Chance position concerning availability of water for irrigation'

Application of this policy frequently placed Last Chance in an unfamiliar

pori.io.r of support of the old antagonist, UP&L, for new dam and

reservoir proposals.

Always the innovator, during the period 1980 through eatly 1984

Last Chance planned, built, operated briefy, and then sold a hydroelec-

lic plant, a development rhar was the "first time in Idaho"23 under

relatively new federal legislation. The goal-and result-of severai years

of deep involvement in this hydroelectric venture was a secure position

relative to an adequate supply of irrigation water' '
The Last Chance canal company and the many individuals associated

with it since its inception almost a century ago'arc important features in

NTestern history. The irrigation sysrem they built and operated made

lasting contriburions ro the economic viability of Gem valley and south-

eastern Idaho. Many changes in warer policy-some minor and some of

far-reaching importance-resulted from the experience and confict on

the Bear River between irrigation and hydroelectric interests. The

willingness, indeed the determinarion, of the founders of the Last

Chance Canal Company, and those who followed them, to fight these

battles should assure them an important place in history for their influ-

ence on \Testern water PolicY.
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